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ABSTRACT

The emotional and psycholog'ical 'impact of a myocardial infarction (MI )

can extend far beyond the physioìogical damage to the cardiovascular system.

Both the patient and his famiìy must learn to ljve with a chron'ic, life-styìe

a'ltering ìllness and also wjth the uncerta'inty of future sudden death. Thjs

study examjned psychological and emotional sequelae to an MI as experienced

both by the patjent and the wjfe and the impact of those factors on the

pat'ient' s psycho'log'ica'l and f unct j ona I recovery three months af ter the MI .

The subjects were 52 male patients who had suffered a first MI and their

wives. They were jnterviewed and compìeted questjonnaires 4 to 6 days post-Ml

and again 3 months later.

It was found that higher patìents'distress levels at the tjme of the l'll

predicted patients' anxiety and depression scores 3 months later. l,ljves'

anxiety and depression scores at the time of the MI þrere a'lso predictive of

their anxiety and depression scores 3 months later. Patients' perceptìons of

their wives' overprotectiveness were measured 3 months post-MI us'ing the

Influential Relationships Questionnajre. Higher levels of perceived

overprotectiveness at 3 months after the l'lI were comelated with wives'

pred'ictions of the pat'ients'3 month functional abilities and by the patients'

satisfaction wjth farnily functioning both measured while the patient was stjll
in the hospital. Patients who perceìved a high degree of overprotectiveness

from their wjves reported higher depressjon scores, more perceived crjtjcism

from their wives, and a poorer qual'ity of life three months after the MI. The

perception of overprotectiveness was not found to be related to the wjves'

anxiety levels as had been predicted.

The Psychosociaì Adaptation to Illness Scale, a measure indicating
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quality-of-ljfe, h,as a'ìso predjcted by patients'and wjves'predictjons of 3

month functional ability and patients' distress, both measured whjle the

patient was sti I I 'in hosp'ita'l . Three month correlates of qua'lity-of - I ife were

patients' depression scores, anx'iety scores, and self-efficacy scores. Also

correlat jng w'ith patients' quai ity-of -l ife were wives' anx'iety scores and

wives' estimates of patients' funct'ioning. Patjents who reported poorer

quality-of-life were less satisfjed wjth their famjly's functioning.

The on'ly variables found to correìate wjth cardiac functional capacity at

3 months were patients' self-efficacy and wives' estimates of function. No

varjables measured at the time of the III were found to predjct 3 month cardiac

functioning.
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EI,ÐTI${AL RECOVERY IN IIALE PATIEIITS AT{D THEIR HIVES

THREE ]IONTHS AFTER I,IYOCARDIAL IIIFARCTIOII

The diagnosis of a ljfe-threatenjng i'llness presents a famjly with a

crisis. Famì'lies, depending upon their resources, experiences, and dynamics,

adopt different ways of coping with and adapting to such a crisis. l{hen the

I jfe-threatening i'llness is myocardia'l infarction (MI ) , both the individual

and the famiìy are faced wjth the uncertainty of, at best, life with a chronjc

illness to, at worst, the possibility of future sudden death. Thus, an MI

can have a tremendous emotional impact on both the indjvidual and the fami'ly,

quite apart from the physiological probìems and consequent ìife-style

adiustments that are required (Hackett & Cassem, 1973). This investigation

examined emotional responses to the I'lI in both the patient and the wife and

the relationship between these responses and the recovery and adaptation

process.

I{YOCARDIAL IIIFARCTIOII -- THE EVETIT

A myocardial infarction (MI) is defined as the deprivation of the blood

supp'ly (ischemia) to the heart for a period of time sufficient to produce

structura'l damage to the heart muscle (Kar'liner & Gregoratis, 1983). Because

MI can cause functional or electrical conduction problems that interfere with

the efficient pumping action of the heart, it is a life-threatening event

(Karliner & Gregoratìs, 1983). The prìncipìe cause of MI is occlusion of one

or more maior vessels of the heart muscle (myocardium) by arteriosclerot'ic

p'laques. The development of these plaques is associated wjth coronary artery

disease (CAD).

Both physioìogical and psychoìogical risk factors can predispose an
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individual to the development of coronary artery djsease. Some physiologica'l

variables, such as smok'ing, are totalìy withjn the jndivjdual's realm of

control while others, such as age and family history of cardiac disease, fiôy

be completely outside of it. Yet others, such as presence of diabetes

mellitus and hypertension may be amenable to treatment, thus modifyìng the

risk.

A number of psychological risk factors are also associated with the

deveìopment of CAD. Stress and life changes have been shown to correlate wjth

CAD even when conventionaì, physical risk factors are controlled (ê.g.,

Krantz, Baum, & Singer, 1983;Orth-Gomar & Ahlbom, 1980; Rosengren, Tibblin, &

I'li lheìmson, l99l; Syme, 1975). It has also been suggested that an imminent l'll

can be predicted based on an individual's reaction to stressful situations

(Appeìs & Muìder, 1984). The Type A Behav'ior Pattern (TABP), a concept based

on the findings of two large scale epidemiologic studies in the United States

(American Heart Association [AHA], l98l; Brand et al., 1976), also appears to

be associated wjth a higher risk of CAD.

Research evidence for the role of social isolation (or converseìy a lack

of social support) in the etiology of cardjovascular disease has resulted in

the American Heart Association (AHA, 1987) add'ing this to its list of

psychosocial risk factors. In an examination of psychosocial risk factors in

heart djsease, Cooper, Faragher, Bray, and Ramsda'le (1985) found that reports

of MI, positive EKG evidence of MI and hypertensive history correlated with
'low social support scores. In a simjlar vein, Ruberman, l{e'inblatt, Goldberg,

and Chaudhary (1984) found that social isolatjon independently and

significantly contributed to rjsk of death over three years post-Ml. Seeman

and Syme (1987) further found that both the lack of emotionaì support and
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instrumental aid correlated highly with the incidence of CAD in both males and

females.

Acute myocardia'l infarction

For some indiv'iduals, the occumence of an acute infarction may be the

first indication of CAD. For others, 'it may have been foreshadowed by the

symptoms of transient ischemia (angina pectoris) (l,lilliams & I'lallace, 1983).

Symptoms of acute !4I usually include severe, crushing chest pain, shortness of

breath, nausea, and diaphoresis (Karìiner & Gregoratis, 1983). Differential

diagnosis includes other diseases of the heart and lungs as well as of the

gastrointestinal system (Karliner & Gregoratis, 1983).

Diagnosis of acute l'll begins with a clinical history of chest pain not

relieved by nitroglycerin. Typically, abnormalities in electrical

conduct'ivity as seen on electrocardiogram (EKG) and serum enzymes which change

in response to muscle damange are consjdered diagnostic whjìe ang'iography, an

invasive x-ray procedure, helps determine the degree of vascular blockage.

The death rate of individuals suffering acute MI is as h'igh as 20-25%

with most deaths occurring wjthin the fjrst two hours after onset of symptoms

(Karìiner & Gregoratis, 1983). Survival is dependent upon the duration of

the obstruction and the number of recurrent infarcts within a short period of

time, the severity of the obstruction, the degree of collateral

vascularjzation available, and the myocardjal oxygen demand at the time of

occlusion (Pepine, 1989).

The Peel Index (Peel, Semp'le, blang, & Dal ì, 1962) was developed as a

prognostic index for gradìng the severity of jnfarction and estimatjng the

likelihood of mortality resuìting from the MI. 0n the basis of scores



assjgned to the patient in the categories of sex and age, prevìous cardiac

hjstory, shock, degree of heart fajlure, and EKG changes, an overall

probab'i'lity of mortal ity could be determined (Append'ix J) .

Physjcal recovery

Coronary artery disease is not reversible and is consjdered a chron'ic

illness. Therefore, the notjon of recovery is not one of cure, but rather one

of successful adaptation and symptom managenent. Medical treatment revolves

around drug therapy and jncludes the use of vasodilators, caìcium-channel

blockers, and anticoagulants (Arensberg, 1981; Bennett, 1981). Treatment also

emphasizes the importance of physical activity (l{enger, 1981) aìthough its
benefjts in terms of mortality and morb'idìty have not been demonstrated (e.g.,

Blumenthal & Levenson, 1987; Kavanaugh, Chisholm, Querski, & Kennedy, 1979;

Rechnitzel, Pickard, Paivis, Yuhasz, & Cunningham, 1972). Finaìly, when

symptoms are not adequately controìled by medical means, surgical interventjon

such as coronary artery bypass graft'ing (CABG) may be necessary (Hindle &

hlallace, 1983).

Physical recovery is most commonìy measured along two dimensions:

physjologic recovery and functjonal recovery. lJithin both these djmensions

are a number of both subiectjve and obiective measures of varying vaìid'ity and

reliabiljty.
Ph.ysical measures

Physiologically, there are there are a number of indicators of myocardiaì

recovery. The-first is the monitoring of EKG whjch shows changes in the

electrical conductivìty of the myocardium resulting from the presence of

electrically inert scar tissue. Secondly, left ventricular ejection fraction
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(LVEF) refers to the amount of blood pumped out of the left ventricle wjth

each heart beat (BÍgger et a1., 1984). I'lhen the heart muscle has been

damaged, the muscle wall wjll move jn an abnormal fashion and thus will not

pump as efficìently. Research has shown that LVEF as determined by

angiography'is the most powerful physiolog'ica1 predictor of reduced surv'ival

post-l4l (Hammerstein, Timothy, & Dodge, 7979; Pfeffer & Braunwald, 1990).

Subjectiveìy, patients' report of angjna and frequency of use of

antianginal medications is often used as an indicator of whether or not

myocardia'l Íschemja is occurrìng. However, subject'ive reports have not always

been found to be a reliable measure of ischemia. For exampìe, Costa,

Zonderman, Enge'|, Baiìe, and Brinker (1985) showed that reports of chest paìn

correlated more strongly wjth the patients' neuroticjsm scores than wjth

object'ive evidence of CAD. Chest pa'in ind'istinguishable from angina has also

been reported in patients w'ith panic disorder but wjth no evÍdence of coronary

artery disease (Beck, Berisford, Taegtmeyer, & Bennett, 1990). Other

researchers studying coronary heart disease patients have shown that, unìess a

behavioural ana'lys'is of antecedents and consequences of chest pa'in was

carefully done, reports of pain made in the physician's office were usually

overestimated (Engel, Ba'ile, Costa, Brimlow, & Brinker, 1985). Conversely,

patients who practised denia'l post-Ml were found to report less angina during

hosp'italization than those who used'less denial as a coping mechanìsm

(Levenson, l'ljshra, Hamer, & Hastillo, 1989; Levine, lJarrenberg, Kerns, &

Schwartz, 1987). Finally, potentjally dangerous ischemja has, in many cases,

been found to be asymptomatic ("silent ischemia": Freeman, Nixon, Sailabank,

& Reavely, 1987). Thus, report of angina may give the physician much valuable

information but its absence should not be used alone as a reliable indicator
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of recovery.

Functional measures

Metabolic equivalencies (METs) are used to describe restjng oxygen jntake

and are an overall measure of cardiovascular endurance and physical work

capacity (Naughton & Haider, 1973). One Ì'ltT js equivalent to the metabolic

cost to the body at rest (B'lumenthal & McCubbin, 1987). Function js typically

measured by the indjvidual's performance on a graded treadmill or a bìcycìe

ergometer. Post-MI, an indjvidual with an uncompljcated MI should typicaìly

have a performance capacity of five to eight I'lETs which, with good recovery

and regular exercise, should increase to upwards of nine to ten METs withjn

one year (Naughton, 1973).

Use of METs is frequentìy recommended to clinicians as an jndicator of

indjvidual functional capacity (e.9., Teo & Kappagoda, 1984; llagner &

tlilliams, 1983) and has been shown to provide evidence of improvement in

exercise tolerance on an indjvidual basis (e.9., Clarke, 1989; Ewart, Tay'lor,

Reese, & DeBusk, 1983; Rovario, Holmes, & Hoìmsten, 1984). METs for cardiac

patients are based on results of symptom-limited test'ing and there are a

number of reasons, other than cardiac, why the patient may choose to terminate

the test. Symptoms such as shortness of breath, ìeg cramps, fear of angina,

and fear of rejnfarction may ìead to early termjnation while a sense of

competitiveness (cormonly found jn Type A individuals) may result in a patjent

prolongìng the test past a tolerable or, in some cases, safe po'int (AHA,

1972). Thus, while serial treadmjll tests will indicate ìmprovement in

indjvidual functional capacity, so many factors can influence l4ET ìevels that

they alone may not be a suffjc'iently pure or sensitive measure upon which to

base measurement of recovery.
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A psychosocjal measure often used in research as an objective functjonal

indicator of recovery is return to work (e.g., Degre-Coustry & Grevisse, 1983;

Jenk'ins et al. , 1983; Smjth & 0'Rourke, 1988; Treìawny-Ross & Russeì'1, 1989;

llinefield & Cormack, 1986). Although a number of patients are prevented from

resuming employment because of persistent physical djsabilitjes such as

unstable ang'ina or dangerous arrhythmjas (Smith & 0'Rourke, 1988), there are

many psychoìogical factors that will also influence the decisjon to return to

work. For example, llìshnie, Hackett, and Cassem (1971) found, in their study

of 24 post-Ml patients, that 9 of the l1 who did not return to work, did so

for primariìy psychologicaì reasons. Anxiety (Hav'ik & Maeland, 1990; t'lishnie

et al., 1971), level of education (Bar-On & Cristaì, 1987; l*laeland & Hav'ik,

1987; Smith & 0'Rourke, 1988), a sense of control over fate (Garrity, 1973)

and type of work performed (Naughton,1978) have alì been shown to influence

the rate of return to work. Add'itionaì1y, it has been argued that, a'lthough a

patient may have returned to work, that statistic alone says nothing about how

the patient feels about or is cop'ing wjth that return to work (Levine & Croog,

1984). Thus, it can be argued that return to work'is not so much a measure of

physiological recovery as it is measure of psychosocia'l adaptation. Indeed,

in a review of the literature, psychjatrjc disorders, particularìy affective

disorders, have been found to be better predictors of return to work than

physicaì symptoms (Shanfield, 1990).

A number of scales have been deve'loped that base a measure of recovery on

the patient's abi'lity to perform activities of daiìy ìiving and whether or not

that changes between evaluatjons. Because they measure the impact of disease

on the patient, they bear many simjlarities to quality of life scales. Thus,

functional classjficatjon measures make the transitjon between purely physical
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and psychosocial recovery.

Two scales that measure functional ability directìy through a series of

questions are the Karnofsky Performance Status Scale (Karnofsky, Abeìmann,

Craver, & Burchenal, 1948; Mor, Lal'iberte, Mornis, & l{iemann, 1984),

original ly developed for use with cancer patients, and the Spec'if ic Activity

Scale for assess'ing cardiovascular functional class (Goldman et a'1. , 1981).

The Specjfic Activìty Scale is based on the metabolic equivalency requirements

of activjties commonly included in routine assessments of cardiac patients and

has been found to address satisfactori'ly the short-com'ings of the earlier

cardiac functionaì classifications (Go'ldman et al., 198I; Kazis, l99l).

Recent research using the Karnofsky Scaìe with MI patients has shown it to be

as effective as LVEF and exercise test performance in the prediction of

subsequent mortality rates (Brezinski, Stone, l4uììer, Tofìer, Davis, Parker et

â1. , 1991 ).

PSYCH0LOGICAL SEQUELAE T0 ilI

The Patient

Authors writing about emotional reactions to MI based on cljnjcal

observations (e.g., Bìumenthal & Mau, 1983; Cassem & Hackett, 1973; Doehrman,

1977; Havik & Maeland, 1990; Johnston, 1985; Tessar & Hackett, 1985)

consistentìy describe a typical course that begins when the patient is still
in the coronary care unit (CCU). The pat'ient immediate'ly experiences a perìod

of intense anxiety related to the ìife-threatening severity of the situation.

As most deaths from MI occur wjthin the first 24 hours, thjs is an

understandab'le and realistic source of anxiety and fear.

Once the immediate period of life-threatening crisis is over by the
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second day in the CCU, many patients empìoy their own brand of anxiety

nanagement -- the denial that anyth'ing serious has happened (Cassem & Hackett,

1973). Part of this is a natural reaction after the crisis. The clinical

picture shows a patjent whose pain has subsided, who states that he is feeìing

better, and who suggests that perhaps the doctors made a mìstake in diagnos'is.

Thjs denial can be very beneficial in the short-term, leadjng to faster

mobjlization and initjal recovery (Stern, Pasca'le, & Ackerman,1977). If
persistent, however, it can create long-term difficultjes in the areas of

treatment compìiance and risk factor modification (Bar-On, 1985; Hackett &

Cassem, 1973; Tessar & Hackett, 1985).

Anxiety can be a more pers'istent problem for some patients, however.

Kutz, Garb, and Davjd (1988) found that 15% of a sample of post-Ml patients

exhibited chron'ic symptoms of post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) one year

post-Ml whjle a futher 5-10% of patients suffered from an acute form of PTSD

which subsjded w'ithjn the first year.

Depression is estimated to be present to a greater or lesser degree in

almost all patients post-Ml and may, for some, persist for a period lasting

from weeks to years (Doehrman, 1977; Hackett & Cassem, 1973). The major

reason postulated for the onset of depression is the abrupt return to reality

after the period of denjal that occurred whjle the patient was feeling

reasonably welì in hospjtal. Hackett and Cassem (1973) described, based on

clinical impress'ions, a "homecoming depression" that results from feelings of

extreme fatigue and exhaustion that can occur after an activity that

previously requjre minimal effort. At this point, the MI patient may begin to

question whether or not he is getting better or if he'll ever be able to

return to his former level of functioning or resume hjs former roles. Thjs
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can be especially distressing to a Type A individual who will react adversely

to his perceived lack of controJ over life events. Outbursts of anger related

to extreme frustration are not uncommon.

Thus, much of the depressjon that occurs after an MI takes the form of

what was formerìy referred to as exogenous or reactive depression (Hackett &

Cassem, 1973) resulting from a cìearìy identifiable external stjmulus. In

some ways, the early depress'ion approximates a grief reaction to the loss of

health (Havik & MaeJand, 1990; Hackett & Cassem, 1973) and is consistent with

the Diagnostjc and Statistical Manual-III Revised (DSM-III-R) diagnosis of

uncomp'licated bereavement (American Psychiatric Association [APAJ, 1987). As

wjth the diagnosis of bereavement however, morbid preoccupation with

worthlessness and marked functional impairment of a prolonged duration can

lead to a d'iagnosis of a major depressive episode (APA, 1987). L'loyd and

Cawley (1978) suggest that a significant number of patients who show

depressive symptoms (especially those who become depressed early after the MI)

may have had a premorbid depressjon and accompanying psychopathoìogy.

The occurrence of psychologìcal djstress in the post-Ml patient is of

clinical concern because a number of studies have demonstrated a relationship

between distress and poor outcome. Patients reporting high leveìs of stress

as measured in hospital by a se'lf-report questionnaire (General Health

Questionnaire) and receiving rout'ine post-MI care were found by Frasure-Smith

(1991) to experience a three-fold increase in MI recurrence and mortality over

5 years. In this study, highly stressed patients did not differ in severìty

of cardjac d'isgase from less stressed patients. Fontana, Kerns, Rosenberg,

and Colonese (1989) found that patÍents experìencing depression reported more

cardjac symptoms three months post-Ml, while Coombs, Roberts, Crist, and
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Miller (1989) showed simjlar results l2 months post-Ml. UsÍng structured

clinjcal intervjews to diagnose depression, Carney, Rich, Freedland, Sajni,

TeVelde, Simeone, and Clark (1988) found that major depressive disorder was

the best predictor of major cardiac events in patients wjth CAD as determjned

by angìography. Sìmì'larly, S'i'lverstone ( 1987) found that patients who had a

"poor" outcome after MI (i.e., those who died, had a cardiac arrest or a

further infarctìon) were more lìkely to have been diagnosed as signifìcantly

depressed wjthjn 48 hours post-MI. Further, a meta-anaìysis of studies

exam'inìng the relationship between CAD and depression concluded that there uras

a signjfjcant associat'ion between the two (Friedman & Booth-Kewley, 1987).

The patìent's premorbid personaljty and coping skilìs have been shown to

be the best indicators of whether or not the patient wiìl have psycho'logical

djfficulties in adiusting to the chron'icity of cardiovascular disease (Mayou,

1984; tl jcklund, Sanne, Vedin, & I'li ìhelmsson, 1984). Furthermore, it can be

determined early in the course of hospìtalizatjon which patients wjll have

djfficulty adjust'ing (Blumenthai, 1985; Mayou, 1984; Stern et al., 1977).

Havik and Maeland (1990) jdentified two groups of patients "at risk" for

long-term emotional djffjculties. One group experienced a high level of

anxiety throughout hospìtal'izatjon while the second group experienced a

sudden, sharp increase'in reported djstress jmmed'iately post-d'ischarge. In an

earlier study, Stern, Pascale, and Ackerman (1977) also found that patients

who were depressed ear'ly in recovery þ,ere more likely to remain depressed

during a one year foììow-up and were determjned to have poor psychosocial

adjustment.

A med'iating factor between coping and djstress may be the degree of

uncertainty re'lated to one's condjt'ion. Christman, l.lcConnell, Pfeiffer,
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liebster, Schmjdt, and Rejs (1988) found that patients who expressed a high

degree of uncertainty a'lso reported high emotional distress. Uncertaìnty was

also determined to be a factor influencjng distress in Havjk and Maeland's

(1990) subjects. In an effort to explain this relationship ìn patients with

chronic illnesses, Braden (1990) examined the hypothesis that patients who

worked actìvely to reduce uncertainty were less dependent and had a better

qual'ity of I ife. She found strong relat'ionships between enabl ing ski 11,

se'ìf-help, and life quality. In support of this, the Chrjstman et al. (1988)

study also showed that copìng behaviours correlated negatively with distress.

A final factor that may be operative in depression post-Ml is

pharmacotherapy the patient may be receiving. Some drugs commonly used in the

control of hypertension and angina (e.9., beta-adrenergic blockers such as

proprano'loì) have a side-effect of bjochemicaìly-jnduced depress'ion (Canadian

Pharmaceutical Association, 1990) and should be considered in a psychjatric

assessment.

Oualit.v of life
Because the therapeutic goals of CAD treatment focus on controiìing

rather than curing the disease process, there is an increasing emphasis in the

current literature on the importance of measurìng "quality of life" when

examjn'ing variables of treatment efficacy and recovery post-myocardjal

infarction (Fletcher, Hunt, & Bulpitt, 1987; Kapìan, 1988; Kazis, 1991;

Spitzer, I987; I'lenger, Mattson, Furberg, & tlinson, 1984; l,lenger, 1990).

It is genera'lly agreed that the concept of quality of life incorporates

three basic components: physical functioning or physioìog'ic state, mental and

emotional status, and sociaì functioning (Aaronson, 1989; Kazis, 1991; Lev'ine

& Croog, 1984; Spitzer,1987; llare, 1984; llenger et a'I., 1984), components
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that Spitzer (1987) descrjbes as "clinicalìy relevant human attributes" (p.

465). I'lhen the effects of an illness on quality of life are being examined,

the focus becomes the degree to which that illness influences "normal" or

satjsfactory funct'ioning (Kaplan, 1988). Most importantly, the evaluation of

this functionjng should be from the patient's point-of-view (McCu1ìough, 1984;

I'lenger, 1990), what Huber, Henrich, and Herschbach (1988) refer to as "the

relevant rea'lity of the pat'ient" (p. 453). The patient's perceptions and

expectations not only frequentìy differ from the objective observations of the

clinician, but they have been shown to be better pred'ictors of mortality risk

especially in eìderìy subjects (bJenger, 1990). Pragmatjcally, for the

cìjnician and the researcher then, the question is not "how much can the

patient do?" but jnstead becomes "is that an acceptable or satisfactory'level

for the patient?"

Measurement of Ouality of Life

The major debate surrounding quality of life research is concerned with

how the concept is operationalized. It js generaìly welì-accepted that

separate scaìes for ostensibly healthy persons on the one hand and definitely

iìì persons on the other are necessary (Aaronson, 1989; Huber et aì., 1988;

Spitzer, 1987). Factors contrjbuting to quality of life at opposjte ends of

the health-illness continuum are very different and must be measured us'ing

djfferent criteria (Spitzer, 1987). Scales measuring quaìity of life jn

healthy populations examjne such factors as material well-being, personal

growth, and altruistjc behaviour (e.g., Evans & Cope, 1989). In individuals

with chronic ilìness, however, while some of these factors maintain their

importance, the nature of the djsease process, severity of symptoms, and the

patient's perception of the future all distract from the ioy of living and
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need to be considered when assessing overalì quality of ìife (Taylor, 1987).

There are two maior approaches to the deveìopment of quality of ljfe
scales in research. The first is what is referred to as the "reìative

frequency" or "psychometrjc" approach. In this type of instrument, separate

measures for the many dimensions of quaì'ity of life are provided (Kaplan,

1988). us'ing the popular "sjckness Impact Profile" (SIP; Bergner, Bobbit,

carter, & Giìson, 1982) as an examp'le, activities that are likeìy to be

affected by the illness are listed. Subjects indicate whether or not they can

perform that activity. The total importance of varjables is measured

accordjng to thejr frequency, not according to their desjrability (Bush,

1984). Opponents of the psychometrjc method argue that it fails to consider

that djfferent health probìems are not of equal concern: "one hundred runny

noses are not the same as 100 severe abdominal bleeds" (Bush, l9B4; Kaplan,

1988, p. 383). Despite arguments against this approach, however, the most

psychometricalìy-sound, "finely tuned" (Spìtzer, 1987, p. 469) measurenent

tools available for researchers today are of th'is type (e.9., slp, Index of

l{eìl-Being Sca'le, Psychologicaì Adaptation to Illness Scale, RAND General

Health Perceptions Scaìe).

The second approach to measurement is a "decjsion theory" or

"standardized preference" approach (Bush, 1984; Kaplan, 1988). Accordìng to

Bush (1984), this approach takes into consideration the following factors:

the actual occurrence of an event/attribute, the relative desirabi'lity of that

event/attrjbute, the probability of that event/attribute occurring, and the

expected utility of the event given its probabiljty. The result is a sing'le

number, an index that provjdes a "singìe unitary expressjon of health

status...an overall desirability aggregate" (Kaplan, 1988, p. 383).
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A final consjderation concerns the relative utility of the two

approaches. The decjsjon theory approach may give an overall indication of

whether or not a therapy or treatment has made a signìficant difference.

However, it gives no jndjcation of the reasons for suboptima'l qualìty of 'life

and thus, no indication of where intervention may be required.

Whether or not scales measuring qual'ity of life jn ill persons can be

"generic" or whether they need to be illness-specìfic js also a matter for

debate. For examp'le, are separate sca'les for persons with cardjac disease,

bowel disease, arthritis, et cetera, necessary or can a scale for generaì

devjations from physical health be sufficientìy sensjtjve? Proponents of

disease-specific scales argue that different clinical djsorders present great

variations in quaìity of life concerns (l,lenger et al., 1984). For example,

pain for an arthritis patient carries with jt the fear of progressing

djsabiìity wh'ile pain for a cancer patient may signal metastatjc disease and

the possibjljty of impending death.

Finally, there is conflict'ing evidence as to whether self-report or

interviewer-admin'istered tests of quality of life are more reliable. Bergner

et al. (1981) found somewhat higher reljabiìity for the SIP when adminjstered

by an'interviewer than when ma'il-delivered and self-administered. Part of

this was related to a hìgher response rate for the interviewer-admjnistered

method. Bush (1984) further argued that self-administered questionnaires run

the risk of missjng many reports of dysfunctjon resulting in an under-

report'ing. 0ther authors, however, have found self-admjnistered

questionnaires to be more reliable than those adminjstered by interviewers

(Storstein, 1987). Differences ìn interviewing styles and tra'ining procedures

for interviewers may account for inconsistencies in research fjndings.
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Generally, reviews of the literature in the area have recommended that

practical issues such as ease of admjnistration, cost, and the potential for

multiple testing periods within the course of a study give self-administered

questionnajres the advantage over those that are interviewer-administered

(Aaronson, 1989; I'lenger et al., 1984).

Se lf-eff i cacv

Self-efficacy is the feeljng that one has some control over various parts

of one's ljfe and the confidence to successfully perform needed activitjes and

tasks (Bandura, 1982). Bandura, a social learning theorist, proposed the

notjon that post-Ml patients may lack self-efficacy in their physical

capabjlities to resume the'ir customary pre-morbid activities because of

limitations imposed on them early in their course of illness (Bandura,7982).

Indeed, a measure of self-efficacy developed for use with cardiac patients has

been shown to correlate pos'itiveìy with measures of functjonal capacity such

as METs (Clarke, 1989; Ewart, Taylor, Reese, & DeBusk, 1983; Taylor, Bandura,

Ewart, MiIler, & DeBusk, 1985). An ana'lagous concept of "mastery" has also

been shown to be inversely related to psychological distress post-Ml

(Ben-Sira & Eliezer, 1990).

Self-efficacy has been shown to improve wjth intervention. Ewart et al.

(1983) examined patients'confidence in their phys'icaì abilities before and

after performing on a symptom-limited treadmill test. Patients whose tests

were stopped for non-cardiac reasons (i.e., they djd not experìence angina or

arrhythmias) demonstrated an increase in confidence after the test for

activities simjlar to treadmÍll walking. Hhile Tayìor et al. (1985) found

that perceptions of self-efficacy proved to be significant predictors of

performance on subsequent treadmjll tests in the absence of intervent'ion,
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Clarke (1989) demonstrated that, with regular participatjon in a cardìac

rehabjljtatjon program, self-effjcacy estimates increased proportionately with

functional capacity.

Bandura theorjzed that spouses can be very jnfluential in development of

patients' self-efficacy (1982). In support of thìs, Clarke (1989) found that

w'ives' estimates of patients' abi I jties correlated strongly with both

patients' own perceptions of self-efficacy and with functional capacity early

in the recovery process. Tayìor et al. (1985) involved wjves in treadmill

testing to varyìng degrees. One group of wjves observed their husbands on the

treadmilì, another group walked on the treadmilì, and a third group did not

part'icipate in the treadmi'ìì test'ing. The w'ives had also compìeted eff icacy

ratings on their husbands' abilitjes before and after testing. The findings

indicated that the wives who walked on the treadmill themselves increased

their ratings of their husbands'abilities to a level comparable to those of

their husbands', whìle the other two groups demonstrated no such jncrease.

Psychosocial intervention

Studies examin'ing interventjons designed to al leviate psychological

distress in the post-Ml patient have been equivocal. In examjnìng the

efficacy of group psychotherâpy, neither Adsett and Bruhn (1968) nor Ibrahim,

Feldman, Sultz, Staìman, Young, and Dean (1974) found signìficant djfferences

on measures of psycho'logical well-being between patients who received

psychotherapy and those who didn't. 0n the other hand, Stern, Gorman, and

Kaslow (1983) found that subiects who received group counsell'ing experienced a

decrease in depressive symptomatology as did subjects who underwent a course

of exercise therapy when compared to a control group that received no
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intervention. 0f concern when conducting group therapy or counselling with

post-Mi patients, js the observation that these individuals are not

psychjatric patients and do not want to be treated as such (Adsett & Bruhn,

1968; Blanchard & M'iìler, 1977; Ibrahim et al., 1974). Inconsistencjes in

the focus and content of group therapy or group support in addjtion to

djfferences in the styìes of indjvìdual group facilitators and djfferences in

patients' perceptions of and reactions to the therapy may account for

differences in empirical fjndìngs and make rep'lication of these studjes

difficult.
Dispeiling patients' fears and anxjety with accurate information is

frequently considered therapeut'ic (e.9., Frasure-Smith & Prince, 1985;

Thompson & Meddis, 1990a). Following an attempt to provide psycho'logica'l

fol'low-up for the patients who reported high stress in hospital, Frasure-Smith

(1991) reported a three-fold increase in risk of mortality over five years for

those subiects who received no follow-up as compared with subjects who

received fol'low-up. Thus, djfferentiating between studies evaìuating

individua'l therapy and education is difficult and can also account for the

differences in research find'ings. For example, Thompson and Meddis (1990a)

found that patients who received in-hospital counselling and education

reported significantly less anx'iety and depression for up to 6 months post-Ml

than patients who received "routine" care aìone. Similar results were

reported by 0ìdenburg, Perkins, and Andrews (1985) who found that subjects

receiving post-discharge education and/or counselì ing experienced better

psychological functionjng than subjects in exercise programs and subjects

receiving no interventjon. Mayou, Sleight, MacMahon, and Florencio (1981),

however, found no djfferences on psychologica'l measures between subjects
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recejv'ing educational intervention and subjects in exercise groups. Further

contradictory evidence was provided by Mjller, I'likoff, Garrett, McMahon, and

smjth (1990). They found that, 2 years after a structured in-hospitaì

educationa'l program, subjects who received instruction were less likely to be

compliant with treatment regimen than subjects who received no formal

i nstruct ion.

A variable that is very diffjcult to control in experimental or

quas'iexperìmental research is the amount of education the patient receives

from nurses and phys'icjans whjle jn hospjtal being given what is described as

"routine" care. Indeed, what Thompson and Meddis (1990a) describe as thejr
"experimental treatment" is considered routine and minimum criterìa for
acceptab'le nursing practice (Canadian Council of Cardiovascular Nurses, lg33),

calling'into question the ethics of having an untreated controì group.

The fami ìy

The family is considered to be the primary societal unit and'is general'ly

expected to be abìe to provide support to its members throughout the

I ife-span. llhen an individual 'is d'iagnosed as having a chronic or

1ìfe-threatening illness, that diagnosis affects not only the patient, but

also the famìly system. lrlright and Leahey (1987) visualize the dìagnosis of a

life-threatening ììlness as a social contract into which all members of the

family enter aìong wjth the patient. The "demands of ìlJness" (Haberman,

Packard, & l{oods, 1985) have the potentìal to create a crisis that may alter
famjly functioning in general and may lead to disorganization or, in some

extreme cases, disintegration of the fam'ily system (McCubbin & McCubbin,

1987b; I'lright & Leahey, 1987). ldhi le the I ife-threatening i ì lness has a
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tremendous impact on the famiìy, the converse is also true. The famjìy can

have an impact on the course of the illness (bJright & Leahey, 1987). The

degree to which families adiust to changed expectatjons of each other, the

beliefs the famj'ly ho'lds about the jllness, and the amount of controì they

feel they may have over the outcome of the jllness can all influence how they

and the patient wilì cope (lloods, Yates, & primomo, l9g9; I'lright & Leahey,

le87 ) .

The spouse and family of the MI patient are faced, not onìy with thejr
own feel'ings of shock, grief , and anx'iety (e.g., Adsett & Bruhn, 196g; Skelton

& Dominian, 1973), but also with the societal expectation that they be the

primary providers of support to the patient (Daltroy & Godin, 1989; Sirles &

Selleck, 1989). Thjs can present the spouse and family with a challenge whjch

they may or may not be able to meet.

Immediateìy post-MI, while the patient is still in hospital, the spouse,s

focus of coping has been shown to be primarily illness-related (Nyamathi,

1987). As with the patient, grief and anxiety are the prìmary emotions at

this time (Langeìuddecke, Tennant, Fulcher, Barid, & Hughes, lggg; Michela,

1987:' Nyamathj, 1987; skelton & Dominian, 1973) with the h.ighest levels of

anxiety found, understandably, in wjves who perceived their husbands as sicker

(tlaìtz, Badura, Pfaff, & Schott, 1988). Indeed, Micheìa (1987) reported,

albeit retrospectively, that in most instances, the wives admitted to higher

levels of anx'iety than the patients themselves. In a sample consìsting B0% of

female spouses, younger spouses reported more emotional distress as measured

by fee'lings of depression, irr jtabi I ity, and anger than o'lder spouses

(Nyamathi, Jacoby, constancia, & Ruvevich, 1992). Furthermore, emotional

djstress u,as significantìy related to what the authors described as "emotjon-
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focused" coping (Nyamathi et a1. , 1992).

}Jhjle the pat'ient's anx'iety has been reported to abate and be repìaced by

depress'ion, the literature generalìy reports, based on intervjews and cljnical

impress'ions, that the wìves continue to experience anxiety which, jn some

cases, jncreases in intensity (Michela, 1987; Skelton & Domin'ian, 1973).

There are two hypothesized reasons for thjs anxìety which have been

invest'igated. The first js the fear and uncertainty associated wjth the

d'iagnosìs (Bramwell & l'lhall, 1986; Chrjstman et aì., 1988; Croog, 1983;

Lange'luddecke et a'1., 1989). All of these studjes found a strongìy pos'itive

relatjonship between the degree of uncertainty regarding the future and the

reported emotional distress experìenced by the spouse at multiple testing

periods up to I year post-Ml.

The second reason posited for the wives' anxiety is the reported sense of

responsibility they feeì for their husbands' survival and well-being and the

intense pressure that thjs creates (Adsett & Bruhn, 1968; Bramwell & l,lhaì.l,

1986; Gilljss, 1984; Nyamathi, 1987). Some of this sense of responsibiljty

may emanate from feelings of gujlt surrounding the development of CAD and the

infarction ep'isode as observed by Adsett and Bruhn (1968). 0ther authors

report a perceived need on the part of the wives to "protect (the pat'ient)

from trying to do too much too soon" thereby riskjng reinfarction (Bramwelì &

lJhall, 1986, p. 284; Croog & Levine, 1977:' Gilljss, 1984; Rankjn & Gil'liss,

1987; tlicklund, Sanne, Ved jn, & h'l'ilhelmsson, 1984a). There is some evidence

to suggest that, when the MI patient is the wife, the husbands may even been

more prone towards overprotectiveness (Stern et al., 1977) aìthough this has

not been followed up w'ith further research, possib'ly due to the lower numbers

of female MI patients.
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As with the patient's psychological recovery, the family's ab'iì'ity to

cope in a crisis often depends on its premorbid level of functioning and

previous history of coping with crises. Positive family attrjbutes which seem

to be consistent across deve'lopmental stages include open communicatìon,

satisfaction with roles, personal compatibility, a shared sense of fam'ily

values and activjties, and opportunities for social exchange outside the

fam'iìy (McCubbìn & I'lcCubbin, 1987; þloods et al. , 1989).

Families who do not function in an adapt'ive way, whether on a daily basis

orin times of crisis, have been extensiveìy studied in the l iterature.

Mjnuchin, Rosman, and Baker (1978) have used the term "dysfunctional families"

to denote these famjlies with problematic cop'ing. They have described these

families as having three principìe characteristics: enmeshment and b'lurring

of individual boundarjes, overprotectiveness of the famjly unit and of

individual members, and rigid'ity in crisis management.

Enmeshment is described by Mjnuchin et al. (1978) as an extreme form of

proximity and overinvolvement amongst family members. In such a dysfunctional

system, ego boundaries are poorìy defined and easily crossed. The indivjdual

gets "lost in the system" (Minuchin et a1., 1978, p, 30; llood, I'latkins, Boyle,

Noguira, Zimand, & Carrol, 1989).

A concept that goes hand-in-hand with enmeshment is overprotectiveness.

Mjnuchin et al. (1978) describe overprotective famiìies as having a hìgh

degree of concern for both the individual members'welfare as well as the

welfare of the fam'ily as an ent'ity. This high degree of concern, however, is

considered dysfunctional because it can retard development of autonomy and

competence and discourage interests or activities "outside the safety of the

family" (Minuchin et aì., 1978, p. 3l). In situations where there is an
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illness in the fam'i]y, the overprotect'iveness is not necessarily limited to

the illness nor is it necessarily directed towards the pat'ient. Frequently

the patient may feel a need to reciprocally protect the family, particuìarly
jf there is a family-related psychosomatic component to the jllness (Minuch'in

et a'1., 1978).

0verprotectiveness in familjes of patients wjth cardiovascular disease

has been extensive'ly described 'in qua'ljtative and expìoratory stud jes.

Although tlicklund et al. (1984) presented some evjdence that a degree of

overprotectiveness in the famiìy may lead to a prolongation of the sick-role

post-l'1I, there is a paucity of empiricaì jnvest'igation concerning the possib'le

influence of overprotectiveness on physical and psychoìogjcal recovery post-Ml

(Bramwel'1, 1990). Most authors who have reported overprotectiveness have

speculated or assumed that it is harmful and wi'11 prevent normaì resumption of

pre-morbid activjties and responsibiljties (e.g., Bandura, 1982; Nyamathi,

1987) but have provided only theoretical reasoning. Other authors have

provided anecdotal evidence of psychologica'l distress on the part of

individua'l patients (e.9., "...wife's worries...make me feel worthless";

Kaufman, Pasacreta, Cheney, & Arcuni, 1985-6, p. 377).

To date, the literature consjsts of mainly descriptive and qualitat'ive

studies. Very few studjes have been conducted that attempt to provide

intervention for the spouses' concerns. lJhen intervention has been provjded,

the outcome measures have been mainìy concerned with the effect on the t'll

patient and not necessarily on the spouse (e.9., Adsett & Bruhn, 1968). Qne

recent study (Thompson & Meddis, 1990b) included spouses'in pat'ient teaching

and support post-Ml. They demonstrated that the wives who had been jncluded

reported significantly less anxiety concerning various aspects of the
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patients' lives (e.g., recurrence of MI, expectat'ions of the future,

relations with the patient) for a period of up to 6 months compared with wives

who had not been included. Although this study provìded some empirical

evidence that intervention with wjves is heìpfu1, more studies regarding the

emotjonal funct'ioning of spouses post-MI are needed.

Some research has been conducted examinìng the effect that an MI can have

on a marriage. Generalìy, it has been concluded that in healthy, functional

marriages an l4I has little detrimental effect on the marital dyad and, ìn sone

cases, ßây resuìt in some improvement in the relationship (Badger, 1990; Croog

& Levine, 1977:' Michela, 1987). For example, M'ichela (1987) found that

couples whose marriages were satisfying pre-morb'idìy reported more intimacy

(not necessarjly sexual) and enhanced apprecjation of each other post-MI.

Important components of successful marital adjustment to chronic illness

are flexibility and collaborat'ion in terms of role reallocation, famiìy

decisjon-making, and mutual communication (Ben-Zira & Eliezer, 1990; Bramwell,

1990). Ben-Zjra and Eljezer (1990) referred to spousal support as a "primary

environmental resource" for the pat'ient and visualized the spouse's role as

enhancing and facilitatjng access to support rather than as primariìy a

provider. Accordìng to Bramwell (1990), couples who were seen as

collaborative were found to be able to accept the illness, its limitations,

and consequent changes in lifestyle. They were willing to make a commjtment

to the relationship and work at its success but were also able to take a

periodic respite from illness-related work. Collaborating couples maintained

open conrnunication and were wil'ling to provide support to each other. In
Bramwell's words, the couples "saw themselves as facing the chronic illness

together" (p. 8).
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The focus of marjtal conflìct may be issues such as roles and

responsjbility withjn the fam'iìy. Depending partly on the degree of

d'isabi'lity experienced by the patìent post-MI, prevìously-held roles and

responsibilities may no longer be available, resulting jn issues of control.

For example, w'ith an anx'ious, overprotective w'ife, the MI patient may fee'l a

loss of control over his health (Nyamathi, 1987). He may feel he js not onìy

prevented from doing things for himself, but'is physicaìly unable to do them,

thus creating a "vicious circle" of lowered self-esteem and self-efficacy

(Bandura, 1982). Clarke (1989) provided some evidence for this with the

finding that patients whose wives accompanied them to rehabjlitatjon classes

expressed lower self-efficacy. The direction of causality, (i.e., whether the

wjves accompanied their husbands because they had low self-efficacy or whether

the wjves'attention resulted in lowered self-efficacy), however, could not be

determi ned.

0n the other hand, the patient may attempt to reassert himself in an

attempt to gain or regain control. Support for thjs was provided ìn a study

evaluating the effects of education on treatment compìjance. Dracup, Meleis,

Clark, Clayburn, Shjelds, and Sta'ley (1984) found that patients who

partic'ipated in the educational sessions without their wjves actually became

more compliant with treatment reg'imens than those who attended with thejr

wives.

HYPOTHESES

After nyocardia'l infarction, the patient and his famjly face a period

recovery and adaptation to life wjth a chron'ic illness. Thjs descrjptive,

correìational study examined the emotional responses to the MI at the tjme

of

of
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the MI and 3 months later. Furthermore, the relationshjp between

overprotectiveness and 'long-term recovery was examined within the context of

the patient's actual functional abilities, perception of be'ing overprotected,

: and the degree of psychological djstress experienced by the patient. It was

, aìso necessary to consider the spouse's degree of emotional distress within

the context of overa I I f am j ly f unct i on'ing.

1. A number of variables at Tl were hypothesized to be predictjve of the

perception of overprotectiveness aL 12. It was hypothesized that:

a. Patients whose wives experience more anxiety at Tl would report

higher levels of perceived overprotectiveness at T2.

b. Patients whose wjves gave lower prediction of their husbands'

functionjng at Tl would perceive themselves as being overprotected aL F2.

c. Ratings of famjly funct'ioning as reported by both the patìent and the

wife at Tl would be correlated wìth the patient's perception of being

overprotected at T2.

?. It was also pred'icted that a number of TZ varjables would correlate with

the pat'ient's sense of being overprotected at T2.

I a. Patients who perceived themselves as beìng overprotected at T2 would

, experience a lower level of family funct'ioning as reported by both themselves

and their wives at T2.

b. Patients who perceived themselves as being overprotected at T2 would

report higher levels of depression and lower predìction of functjon at T2.
l

' ç. Patients who perceived themselves as being overprotect,ed at fZ would

demonstrate a lower cardiac functionaì capacity at T2.

d. Patients who perceived themselves as being overprotected at T2 would

report a lower quality of life at T2.
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3. It was predicted that a number of variables measured in hospitaì (Tl)

would be related to the outcome measures quality of l'ife and cardiac

functjonaì capacity 3 months after the MI (T2). It was hypothesized that:

a. Lower quality of ljfe at f2 would be predìcted by lower predictjon of

function (self-efficacy) by the patient and higher anxiety and lower

prediction of the patient's function by the wife at T1.

b. Lower cardiac functionaì capac'ity at T2 would be predicted by'lower

predictjon of function by the patient and lower prediction of function by the

wife at Tl.
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IIETHODS

Sub.iects

The subjects were 52 ma'le patients suffering a fjrst MI admjtted to

ejther St. Boniface General Hospital, Grace General Hospial, Victoria General

Hospital, or Hea'lth Sciences Centre and their wjves. 0n'ly maìe patients were

recruited into the study as most males experience MIs more frequently and at

an earlier age than females and the pattern of interpersonal dynamics between

females MI patjents and male spouses could not be assumed to be the same as

those between maìe patients and female spouses. Futhermore, recent research

suggests that the pathophysio'logy of MI may be different in males and females

(Cochrane, 7992). Subjects were included in the study if they had suffered a

first MI, were married or living in a common-law relationshìp, were fluent in

Eng'lish, younger than 70 years of age, and had no other major ilìnesses that

would make particìpation djffjcult. For examp'le, one patient who had invasive

cancer was excluded. Patients who had pending coronary artery bypass grafting

were also excluded. Patjents who had bypass surgery after being enrolled in

the study were termjnated from the study at that point. Three subjects were

excluded from folìow-up for this reason although their in-hosp'ital data were

included in the analysis. Informed consent was obtained from all partic'ipants

(see Appendix A and B).

Subiects enrolled in the study rangedjn age from 28 to 70. All but one

coupìe were lega'lly married. The one unmarried couple was engaged and had

been l'iving together. At the tjme of the MI, 37 subjects were empìoyed, 12

were retired, gnd two were on djsab'iìity. One subject had become unemployed

just prior to the MI.

All subiects met the criteria for a diagnosis of myocardial infarction:
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dispìaced QT segments and ST elevation on electrocardiogram and typical

abnormalities found on serial examjnatjon of enzymes creatjnine phosphokinase,

lactate dehydrogenase, and serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase. For 43

subjects the MI was the fjrst documented cardiac event, while the remainder

had previously experienced angina or other non-specjfic cardiac symptoms. One

subiect required resuscitatjon because he experienced cardiac arrest after

reaching hospitaì. Peel indices for the patients ranged from I to 13 with a

mean of 5.6 + 3.3. Because the Peel index considers age, not surprisingly

older patients received significantly higher Peels (r=.38, p=.007). 0f

interest, 22 subjects were smokers prior to the MI wjth a further five former

smokers.

Thirteen potent'ial subiects who were approached regarding participation

refused outright. A common reason for refusal was feelings of being

"overwhelmed" and unable to cope w'ith anything more. Two of these men denied

having had heart attacks and discharged themselves against medical advice.

Patient who refused ranged in age from 3l lo 62 and were assigned Peel Indices

of 4 to 18 with a mean of 6, not sign'ificantly different from the study group.

Distress scores ranged from 4 to 9, with a mean of 5.6, somewhat higher than

the mean for the study group which was 3.9 + 2.0.

Procedure

The schedule of the admjnistratjon of psychological measures can be found

in Table 1. All measures are described in detail in the next section. Data

collection was injtiated while the patient was stjll in hospital at a mean of

5 days post-Ml. Subsequent data collection was at 3 months after the MI. The

rationale for the chojce of this time was that by 3 months the crjsìs of MI

could be consjdered to be over for most patients and they were weìl into the
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process of psychoìog'ical reintegration and adaptation (Donaldson, McCorkle,

Georgiadou, & Benoljel, 1986).

MI patjents. Upon recruitment jnto the study, subjects were gjven an

information sheet which exp'lained the details of the study and a copy of their

s'igned Consent Form. þJhile still in hospital (Tt), they completed the Famìly

APGAR. They were also asked to predict, using a self-efficacy scale for

card'iac patients, what they be'ljeved thejr functional capacity may be in 3

months. A 15 to 20 minute semj-structured interview designed to obtain

qualitative data about the patients'level of psycho'logical distress was also

performed (Appendix C). Ratings of the subjects' levels of anxiety and

depressjon were subsequently provided by the intervjewer.

At 3 months after discharge from hospita'l (I2), subjects were telephoned

at home and interviewed briefly by the investigator. Many ìife-style issues

introduced in the hospital interview such as changes jn exerc'ise patterns,

success with smoking cessation, and success with dietary changes were

discussed. The Spec'ific ActivÌty Scale, a determjnation of the subject's

functional status, was aìso completed over the te'lephone. Subsequent to this,

follow-up questjonnaire packages were mailed to subjects and their wives.

These packages included: the Influential Relationsh'ips Questionnaìre (IRQ),

the family APGAR, the self-effjcacy scaìe, the Zung anxiety and depression

inventories, and the Psycholog'ica'l Adaptation to Illness Scale (PAIS).

t'lives. hlhile the patient was st'ill 'in hospitaì, the wives or partners

were asked to complete the Zung Ínventorjes, the APGAR, and a predict'ion of

their husbands'functional capacity in three months using the same scale as

compìeted by the husbands. The same procedure for adminjstration of the

questionnaire packages was fol lowed.
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Table I

Temooral sequencjng of psychologjcal and phvsical measurements

MEASURE

Pat i ent :

TI]'lE

In-hospìtaì (Tl)

Overprotect jveness ( IRQ)

Fami'ly function (APGAR) x

Prediction of function x
( Se'lf - ef f i cacy )

Anxiety (Zung sca'le)

Depression (Zung sca'le)

Cardiac function (Specif ic
Actìvity Sca'le)

Card'iac damage (Peel Index) x

Qualjty of Life (PAIS)

Spouse:

Family functìon (APGAR)

Anxiety (Zung scaìe)

Depressi.on (Zung scale)

Prediction of husband's
functional capacity

X

X

X

X

3 months (T2)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Psychological, functjonal, and physical measures

Influentjal Relationshjps 0uestionnaire (IRO)

The IRQ (Baker, Helmes, & Kazarian, 1984) js a 34 item scale designed to

measure perceived interpersonal characterist'ics of care, overprotection, and

crjtjcjsm in familjes of sch'izophrenics (see Appendix D). The IRQ consists of

three sub-scales - - a 12 jtem crjticjsm scale, an ll item scale measurjng the

amount of caring in the relatjonship, and an 1l item overprotectiveness scale.

For each item, the respondents jndjcate whether the item describes an activity

or attribute that is "very like" to "very unlike" (on a four point sca'le)

their experience in relation to the most influentìal person in thejr lives.

For this study, the desìgnated person was the spouse. Internal consistency of

the scale has been found to range from .77 on the criticjsm scale to .87 on

the overprotectiveness scale (Kazarian, Baker, & Helmes, 1987). A study by

Baker et al. (1984) found moderate test-retest reliabjlity ranging from.53 on

the overprotectiveness subscale to .78 on the crjticism subscale. Norms have

been established for schizophrenic and depressed psychiatric populations, as

well as for non-clinical Canadian and Australian populations (Baker et a'|.,

1984; Kazarjan & Baker, 1987; Parker, Tupìing, & Brown,1979). A score of 12

was used as an indication of clinjcal significance as 12 was just outside the

upper range one standard devjation from the mean and there was a natural cut-

off at 12 in the bimodal distribution of the responses for th'is subject

population.

Self-eff jcac.y (Predict jon of function)

The prediction of cardiac functionaì capacity and ability at Tt and at T2

was measured using the self-efficacy scale devised for cardiac patients

(Bandura,1982; Taylor et aì., 1985). It consists of 12 subscales each of
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which descrjbe different levels of abjljtjes to perform common activjties that

may stress the heart (see Appendix t). Subscales include seven measures of

physica'l ability, four neasures of abì1ity to withstand emotjonal stressors,

and a rating of cardjac capabjlity (heart rate). The scales are scored by

averaging the summed confjdence levels of each task. For each act'ivìty, the

partic'ipant rates, on a 100 pojnt scale, how like'ly he feels he is to perform

that actjvity -- from very uncertain (0) to complete'ly certain (100). The

wjves were asked to rate how likely they felt the'ir husbands were to perform

that actjvity. Hhile in hospital, the scale was used as a predictor of future

function'ing, ask'ing both patients and wives how confjdent they were that the

pat'ient would be able to perform the actjvitjes three months post-Ml.

Self-efficacy estimates on all subscales have not been found to change with

repeated test'ing in the absence of jntervent'ion (Ewart et al., 1983; Taylor et

ô1., 1985).

Famj ly APGAR

The famjly APGAR (see Appendix F), an acronym for Adaptabiìity,

Partnership, Growth, Affection, Resoìve, js a brjef clinìca'l questionnajre

that samples these five major dimensions of family functioning (McCubbin &

McCubb'in, 1987a; Smilkstein, 1978). It consists of five closed-ended

quest'ions to which the respondent answers either "always", "sometimes" or

"never'. It was designed to be used as a screenìng test to g'ive a rapid

overvjew of fam'i1y functioning in primary care settings. A score of seven to

ten suggests a highly functional fami'ly, four to six suggests a moderately

dysfunctional famì1y, while a score of zero to three suggests a severely

dysfunct jonal fam'iìy (Sm'iìkstein, 1978).

Concurrent validity has been demonstrated between the family APGAR and
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other psychometric measures of famììy functioning as well as with cljnjcal

evaluatjons of fami'ly functioning by therapjsts in both clinical and

nonclinjcal populations (Good, Smilkstein, Good, Shaffer, & Arons, 1979).

Interspouse comelatjon jn the Good et al. (1979) study was found to be .67.

Specjfic Activitv Scale

The Spec'ific Actjvjty Scale (see Appendix G) was developed to assess the

degree of functional cardiovascular disability wjthin and across patients

(Goldman et al., 1981). It consjsts of five main categories of questions

based on activities of daily living and their correspond'ing metaboljc

equivaìency (MET) levels. The patjent answers "yes" or "no" to each question

and is p'laced in Class I through IV depending on the numbers of "yes"

responses in each category. A difference of 1 is deemed to have cljnjcaì

signif icance (Go'ldman et al., 1985).

The Specjfic Act'ivity Scale has been compared with more traditional

functional classification systems such as the New York Heart Associatjon Scale

(NYHA, 1979) and the Canadian Cardiovascuìar Society Scale (Campeau, 1975).

In comparjson to these scales, it has been found to demonstrate stab'il'ity

across repeated measurements (73%) and correlates well with treadmill

performance (.68). It has been found to be equally valid whether administered

by a trained cardioìogist or by an indivjdual untrained in patient

interv'iewing techniques (Goldman et al. , 1981).

Psychosocial Adaptatjon to Illness Scale

The Psychosocial Adaptation to Illness Scale Self-Report (PAIS-SR:

Derogatis & Derogatis, 1990) is a "relative frequency" (Kaplan, 1988) measure

of quaììty of life for jndjviduals personaì'ly affected by illness. It is a 46

item scale that examjnes psychosocjal adjustment to illness in seven primary
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domains of illness functioning: Health Care 0rjentation, Vocational

Envjronment, Domestic Environment, Sexual Relationshìps, Extended Famiìy

Relationshìps, Social Environment, and Psychological Distress (see Appendix

H). Its jntent is to facilitate identjficatjon of "...patjents who mìght

benefjt from increased attention to the psychosociaì elements of thejr

iIlnesses" (Derogat'is et a1., 1990, p. 33). A four-point scale of distress

(0-3) is used for each item with scale direction alternated on even numbered

items to reduce position response biases (Derogatis et al., 1990). For the

purposes of this study, on'ly six domains were examined. Health Care

0rientatjon shows poor test-retest reliabjlity for cardiac patients, is wordy

and difficult to understand, and was of no relevance to the present study.

Although the authors of the PAIS have suggested that a total score of 62 or

above is posjtive for clinical levels of psychosocìal maladjustment (Derogat'is

& Derogatis, 1990), a cut-off score of 50 was employed in this study after

examinìng the distribution of the scores of this group of subjects.

Norms have been establjshed for each subscale of the PAIS for subjects

with a variety of illnesses including cardiac. Rel'iabiìity coeffjcients of

the various scales of the PAIS range from a low of .62 on the Extended Famiìy

subscale to a high 0f.85 for the Psycholog'ical Distress subscale using

cardiac patients (Derogat'is & Derogatjs, 1990). The scale has been shown to

comelate well with other instruments that neasure quality of life jn illness

such as the Global Adjustment to Illness Scale and the SCL-90-R as well as

with independent clinical ratings of patients' function'ing. The Sexual

functionjng subscale has been shown to correlate well with both the Zung

depression scale and the CES-D in pred'icting depressjon post-cardiac surgery

(Folks, Baker, Freeman, Govier, Reves, & Sokoì, I988).
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Zung Depression Scale

The Zung Self-rating Depressjon Scale is a 20 item scale (see Appendix I)
originaì'ly designed to provide a simple assessment of psychiatricalìy defined

depression (Zung, 1965). Symptoms commonìy seen in a diagnosis of depression

were matched wjth self-statements that the subiect would rate on a four-point

scale as present "A little of the time" to "Most of the time". The higher the

score, the more'likely was a diagnosis of depression (Zung, 1965). The Zung

depression scale classifies non-depressed subjects as those achjeving an index

of less than .50, subjects wjth low to moderate levels of depression wjll
achieve an jndex 0f.50-.59, subjects with moderate levels wjll score.60-.69,

subiects wjth severe depression will score above.70 (Gabrys & Peters, 1985).

The scale has been found to be useful in identifying depression in a

variety of age groups and a variety of cultures (Gabrys & Peters, 1985; Hickie

& Snowdon,1987; Kozeny, 1987; Zung & Zung, 1986). The scale corelates well

with DSM-III-R d'iagnosis of depression (Griffin & Kogut, l9B8), wìth clinjcian

ratings (Schaefer et al., 1985), and with Beck Depression Inventory scores

(Kerner & Jacobs, 1983; Schaefer et al., 1985).

Zung Anxiety Status Inventory (ASI)

The Anxiety Status Inventory (Appendix J) is a 20 item scale that rates

subjects on 5 affective and 15 somatic symptoms of anxiety (Zung, lgTl). As

with the depression scaìe, it is rated on a four-point scale. The ASI is able

to differentiate between subjects diagnosed as having an anxiety d'isorder and

non-clinical subjects and correlates welì with other accepted measures of

anxiety such as the Taylor l'{anifest Anxiety Scale (Zung, 1971). The range of

scores which indicate mjld to moderate to severe levels of anxiety are

identical with those in the Zung depression inventory (Zung, 1971).
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Peel Prognostic Index

The Peel Prognostic Index (Peeì et al., 1962) was developed as a tool to
hdetermine the relative severity of a MI jn terms of factors such as age, sex,

previous history, degree and severity of shock, presence and severity of heart

failure, cardiac rhythm, and the nature and extent of cardiographic signs (see

Appendix K). The h'igher the score, the less likely was the patient to survive

the 28 days followjng the infarct. A'lthough the scale js 30 years old and the

technology of critical cardjac care has advanced to a point where many more

patients are surviving more severe infarcts, the index remains useful in

establishing relative severity and has been found to predict recurrent cardiac

events (Poweìl & Thoresen, I9B5).

Data analysis

Statistical methods utilized in this study were primariìy descriptive in

nature and were employed to examine correìations between variables and

combinations of variables. To evaluate appropriateness of tests, un.ivariate

anaìyses of variables for normalìty and homogeneity of variance were

performed.

Relationships between variables were examined using Pearson's product

moment correlation (r) where both var jables were normal ly distributed. l,lhere

ejther one or both variables were non-normalìy distributed, as in the case of

APGAR which was skewed to the high end of the satisfactjon scale, the non-

parametric Kendall's r was used. To validate the presence of a truìy linear
relationship between s i gn'if icantìy correlated variables, bivariate

scatterplots were examined. All tests of significance for correlatjons were

set at an aìpha level of .05. Computer data analysis was performed using SAS,
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version 5 (sAS Instjtute, 1985) and versjon 6 (SAS Institute,1992).

Stepwise mu'ltiple regression was used to determine which variables were

important indicators, which carried on'ly a'little information, and which were

redundant with other variables (Younger, 1985). llhere two variables were

highly correlated, onìy the one with the most theoret'ical signifìcance h,as

tested in the regression equation. The significance level for entry of

variables into the regression equatÍon was set at the automatic SAS default of

.15. For models whjch were found to explain a signìficant amount of variance,

residual scatterpìots were empìoyed to check for errors of prediction.

Finally, cut-off points for the testjng of clinjcaì signjficance were

determjned using methods proposed by Jacobsen, Foìlette, and Revenstorf (t986)

and Jacobsen, l,lilson, and Tupper (1988). Mean scores sorted along lines of

clinically significant differences on variables of interest are presented as

illustrations. However, because of the increased possibility of Type II
errors resulting from small numbers of subjects, t-test determinations of

statisticalìy significant differences are not presented.
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RESULTS

Emotional recovery

Pat i ents

Patjents' dìstress levels in hospjtal were determined by the interviewer
: based on in-hospìtal jnterviews. Djstress levels ranged from a low of I to a

high of 9 out of l0 wjth a mean of 3.9 (Table 2).

Three months after the MI , 7 of 46 men (15%) had anxiety scores which

exceeded the .50 level of clinically significant anxiety as determined by Zung

. (1975) with a further two on the borderline (i.e., scores of.48 or.49).

Anx'iety scores were found to correlate positiveìy with distress ratings in

hosp'ital (r=.31, p=.04).

Eleven of 46 subjects (24%) had depression scores at T2 which exceeded

.50 with a further three on the borderline. Depressjon scores also coruelated

' with distress ratings in hospitaì (r=.37, p=.02). The mean of depression
. scores at .43 t.1l (Tabie 3) was sìgnificantly outside the range of the mean

. for the non-clinical population as defined by Zung (1965). Anxiety scores and

, depression scores in patients were hjghly correlated (r=.79, p=.0001).
:r llives

, While their husbands t{ere in hosp'ital at the time of the MI, eleven of

52 wives (21%) had anxiety scores that exceeded .50 with four more on the

' borderline. At T2, ten of 48 wjves (21%) scored above .50 with two more on

the borderline. Five of these women had also scored above.50 at Tt. Tl and

t, TZ scores were found to be correlated (r=.59, p=.0001). Anxiety scores in

, wives at T2 were also correlated with anxiety scores in patients at T2 (r=.79,

P=.0001 ) .

Seventeen of 52 wives (33%) scored above .50 on the Zung Depression
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Table 2

Descrjptive statistics at Tl

Pat i ents :

Age

Pee I

APGAR

Distress

Prediction of function

l,li ves :

APGAR

Anx i ety

Depres s i on

Prediction of function

ilean (S.D. ) Range

54.s (e.1)

5.6 (3.3)

8.2 (2.r)

3.e (2.0)

61.s (15.0)

7 .s (2.6)

.42 (.rt)

.46 (.ll)
57.e (rs.4)

28-70

1- 13

2-10

1-9

2t-87

1- 10

.25-.70

.25-.69

25-84
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Table 3

Descriptive statistics at T2

Pat i ents :

APGAR

Anx iety

Depres s i on

Self-eff icacy

0verprotect i veness

Criticism

Qual ity-of- I ife

Cardiac function

!.lives:

APGAR

Anxiety

Depress'ion

tstimate of function

I'lean (S.D. ) Range

8.2 (2.1)

.3e (.0e)

.43 ( . 11)

68.0 ( 14 .7 )

7.3 (5. e)

7.6 (s.5)

44.6 (6.8)

1.8 (0.e)

7 .0 (2 .8)

.42 (.08)

.46 (.lo)

62.8 (14.6)

0- 10

.26- .55

.25-.69

l9-86

0-2t

0- 18

34-67

t-4

0- 10

.28- .60

.25- .68

30-94
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Scale at T1 wjth an addjtional seven on the borderline. At T2, s'ixteen of 48

(33%) scored above .50 with five on the borderljne. Again, depressjon scores

at Tl and T2 were correlated (r=.56, p=.0002). Anxiety scores were also

correlated with depressjon scores both at Tl and T2 (Tables 4 & 5). l,ljves'

and patjents'depression scores were correlated at T2 (see Table 5).

0verprotect i veness

A major purpose of this study was to descrjbe the phenemenon of

overprotectiveness, to examine its psychoìogjcal correlates for both the

patient and the wife, and to determine 'if its appearance can be predicted.

I'ljves'and pat'ients'predjction of three month post-Ml functioning made at Tl,

the Peel Index, wives'anx'iety scores at T1, and patients'and wives'Tl APGAR

scores were examined in an equatjon to predict perceived overprotectiveness.

I'lives'pred'iction of function and patjents'APGAR scores were found to

contribute signìficantly to the equatjon accounting for 38.8% of the variance

(Tab'le 2). Correlations between overprotectiveness and Tl variables can be

seen in Table 4.

The regression to determine T2 correlates of perceived

overprotectiveness employed the predictor variables of patjents'depression,

wives' anxiety, wjves' estjmates of function, patients' self-efficacy and the

patients' perception of crjticjsm. Neither patients' anxiety nor wives'

depression scores þ,,ere examined in the equation because patients'depression

scores were strongly conelated with patients' anxiety scores (r=.79, p=.0001)

and wives' anxiety scores were strongly correlated with wives' depress'ion

scores (r=.75, P=.0001). It was decided to include patients' depression

because of the h'igher prevaìence of clinicalìy signìficant scores while wjves'
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Table 4

Correlation matrix for overprotectiveness and variables at Tl

OP I.IP I PP 1 ANI.JI APP I API.II PEEL D I S

Overprotectiveness 1.0 -.54-' -.33' .tl -.29* -.11 -.14 .27
(0P)

l,life's predict'ion of 1.0 .39" -.13 -.10 -.18 .02 -.03
function (|ilP1)

Patient's pred'iction of 1.0 .02 .07 -.16 -.17 -.02
function (PPl )

llife'sanxiety 1.0 -.10 -.18 -.03 .11
(ANþr1)

Patient's APGAR 1.0 .21 -.01 -.17
(APPl )

I'life'SAPGAR 1.0 .09 -.14
(APl.ll )

Peel index 1.0 -.06
( PEEL )

Pat'ient's distress 1.0
(Drs)

t ^.- Siqnificant at p<.05
tr ^.r-- Siqnjfjcant at p<.01' "'| S'i!nificant at þ<.oot

Note: Nonparametric correlations (Kendall's r) were used wjth APPI and APH1
due to their skewed djstributions. All others are Pearson product-moment

' correlations.

i
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Table 5

Correlatjon matrix for overprotectiveness and varjables at T2

OP |iPz PPz ANt,lz ANPz CR DEP2 APPz APW?

Overprotectiveness 1.0 -.14 -.25 .12 .56-' .63-' .51*" -.33* -.72
(0P)

tlives'estimate of 1.0 -.40" -.43- -.35' -.40- -.36' .04 .14
function (}lPZ)

Patients'self-efficacy 1.0 -.25 -.54*' -.28 -.48" .23 .05
(PP2)

lJives' anxiety I .0 .23' .75-' .47* - . 18 - .25'
(ANt'2)

Patjents'anxiety 1.0 .40*' .79"' -.18 -.09
(ANP2 )

Perceived criticism 1.0 .31' -.43- -.19
(cR)

Patients' depress'ion 1.0 -.26'-.30'-
( DEPz )

Patients'APGAR 1.0 .36"
(APP2)

þlives'APGAR 1.0
(APl,l2)

' Signifjcant at p<.05- Sìgnjficant at p<.01-' Significant at p<.001

Note: Nonparametric correlations (Kendal I's r) were used with APPZ and APt'12

due to their skewed djstributions. All others are Pearson product-moment
correlations.
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Table 6

Stepwjse regressjon for dependent varjable overprotectiveness usjng

Tl variables

Variable: D.F. Partial R' Model R' Prob>F

Function est. (wife)1,39 .2884 .2884 .0005

APGAR (patient) 2,38 .1000 .3884 .0017

No other varjables met the signìficance level for entry into the

equat i on .
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Table 7

Regressjon analysjs for dependent variable overprotectiveness with Tl

variables

Variable: Partial R' Model R' Prob>FD. F.

Criticism

Depress'ion (Pt. )

I ,39

2,38

.3949

. 11r0

.3949

.5059

.0001

.005

No other varjables met the s'ign'ificance level for entry into the equat'ion.
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anx'iety was employed because of jts theoretical importance. Patients' anxiety

scores and percejved crjtjcism urere the only variables to s'ignificant'ly

contrjbute to the regression equation, accounted for 50.6% of the variance

(Tab'le 7). A correlation matrjx of overprotectiveness wjth T2 variables can

be seen in Table 5.

From these results, hypotheses regarding the perceptjon of

overprotectiveness were examined. Fjrst, it was pred'icted that patients whose

wives gave ìower predictjons of thejr husbands' three month functional

abjljties would perce'ive themselves as being overprotected at T2. This

hypothesjs was supported. A high overprotectiveness score was correìated wjth

lower predictions of function at Tl made by both patients and by wives.

However, wives' estimates of funct'ion at T2 were not correlated with perceived

overprotect i vene s s .

The second hypothesis stated that patients who perceived themselves as

being overprotected at T2 would experience a lower level of famj'ly funct'ionìng

as reported by themselves and their wives at 12. This hypothesjs was partly

supported in that patients with higher APGAR scores at T2 reported lower

overprotectiveness scores (r=-.33, P=.01). However, there ¡.¡as no re'lationship

between wives' APGAR scores and husbands' report of perceived

overprotect i veness .

A thjrd hypothesis speculated that patients who perceived themselves to

be overprotected would report h'igher levels of depression. 0verprotectjveness

was found to be correlated wìth pat'ients'depression at 12 (r=.51, p=.006).

Overprotectiveness was also correlated with perceived criticism (r=.55,

p=.003) and inversely correlated with caring (r=-.46, p=.002) as measured by

the other two subscales of the IRQ.
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Table 8

Means of Tl and T2 varjables based on overprotectiveness scores

0verprotectiveness score

MTASURE

0P<12
n=35

0P>12
n=B

Overal l
n=43

Tl Patient variables:

D i stres s

Age

Prediction
of function

Pee I

APGAR

Tl I'life variables:

Anx i ety

Depress i on

Prediction
of function

3.8
(1.e)

54.7
(e.l)

63.0
(15.3)

5.8
(3.3)

8.4
(2.6)

.41
(.10)

.46
(.11)

60.9
(rs.3)

4.5
(2.s)

53.3
(e.2)

52.9
( 10.6 )

5.2
(3.5)

6.9
(2.6)

3.9
(2 .0)

54.5
(e.1)

61.8
(15.0)

5.6
(3.3)

8.2
(2.1)

.46
(.12)

.49
(.10)

43. I
( 12. e)

.42
(.11)

.46
(.11)

57 .9
(15.s)

( Cont i nued )
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Table 8 (Cont'inued)

MEASURE

0verprotectiveness scores

0P<12
n=35

0P>12
n=8

Overa I l
n=43

T2 Patient variables:

Anxiety

Depress ion

Self-efficacy

Quality-of-Life

T2 I'life variables:

Anx i ety

Depress ion

Est i mates
of function

.37
(.07)

.40
(.ll)
70. I

(12.2)

42.8
(s.4)

.48
(.07)

.54
(.0e)

59.6
(21 .3)

52.5
(6.7)

.39
(.0e)

.43
(.11)

68.0
(14 .7 )

44.6
(6.8)

.42
( .08)

.46
(.10)

62.8
( 14.7 )

.41
(.06)

.46
(.10)

63.7
( 13.6 )

.44
(.12)

.47
(.13)

59.5
(18.2)

Note: Standard deviatjons are in parentheses
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It was further hypothesized that patients whose wives experienced more anxiety

at T1 would report higher levels of perce'ived overprotectiveness. Contrary to

expectations, perceived overprotectiveness was not related to anxiety

experienced by the wives at either Tl or T2. Partial correlations were

examjned to determine whether or not wives' anxiety may be a component of

pred'ictjons of function. This was not found to be the case.

It was also predicted that patients who perceived themselves as being

overprotected wou'ld report a poorer quality-of-life at T2. 0verprotectiveness

scores and quality-of-life scores vrere found to be significantly correlated

(r=.60, p=.0001) thus supporting the hypothesis.

In an examjnation of cljnicalìy significant differences, patients'

scores on variables of interest were sorted by those scorjng high (>12) and

low (<12) on the measure of overprotectiveness. These results can be seen in

Table 8.

Quality of Life

Mult'iple regression anaìysis was performed to determine which Tl and T2

variables would predict prob'lems with psychosocial adaptation (quality-of-

life) 3 months post-Ml. In a stepwìse procedure (see Table 9) the T1

predictor variables age, Peel index, wives' pred'iction of function, vlives'

anxiety, patients' distress, and patients' prediction of function were tested.

I'lives'prediction of function and patients'distress were added to the

equation as significant contributors accounting for 26.4% of the varjance.

I'luìtiple regression analysis of a model with qua'lity-of-life as the

dependent variable and the T2 variables of patients' self-efficacy, patients'

depression and APGAR scores, wives' prediction of function, depression, and
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APGAR scores as the predjctor variables was then performed (see Table 10). As

before, the variables patjents' and wjves' anx'iety were not included due to

their high comelation wìth patients'and wives'depression scores (Table 5).

Patients' depression was by far the most significant contributor to the

equation with 56% of the variance explained by that varjable alone. Patients'

self-efficacy was also found to be a significant contributor. In total, those

variables accounted for 64.5% of the variance.

It was predicted that higher distress ratings and lower self-efficacy

est'imates by the patient and higher anxiety and lower predìction of the

patient's function by the wjfe, all at Tl, þJould predict a poorer quality-of-

life 3 months post-Ml. This hypothesis was supported as wives'prediction of

function and patients'distress and patients'prediction of function were all

correlated with qual'ity-of-life. An illustration of differences between those

scoring above the cut-off of a PAIS score of 50 and those scoring be'low 50 can

be seen in Table 13.

Cardjac functional capacity

Subiects'cardiac recovery scores at follow-up showed a group that was

generally recovering welì. Twenty-two subjects were experiencing no

limitation of the'ir usual activities and thus were pìaced in the cardiac

functional category of "1". A further 16 were in the category "2",

experiencing some but minimal limitations. Eleven subjects were in category

"3" or "4", moderate to severe limitation of functioning reìated to the

cardiac condition. One of these subjects had suffered a reinfarction 6 weeks

after the original event. A further two of these subjects had undergone

add'itionaì angiopìasties in an effort to treat recurrent, disabling angìna.
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Table 9

Stepwise regressjon for dependent variable qualjt.v-of-life wjth Tl variables

Variable: D. F. Partial R'z Model R' Prob>F

Predictjon (Pt. )

Djstress (Pt. )

1 ,35

2,34

0. 1668

0.0968

0. 1668

0.2636

.01

.04

No other variables met the s'ignificance level for entry into the equation.
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Table 10

Stepwjse regression for dependent variable 001 wjth T2 varjables

Variable: D. F. Partial R' Model R' Prob>F

Depression (Pt. )

Self-effjcacy (Pt. )

I ,39

2,37

0.5602

0. 085 I

0.5602

0.6452

.0001

.005

No other variable met the significance level for entry into the equation.
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Table 1l

Correlation matrjx of quality-of-life with Tl variables

QOL HPI DIS Ppt ptEL Appl ApHl ANt,li

Qualjty of Life 1.0 -.39" .39' -.33. -.01 .00 -.12 -.18
(QOL )

Wjfe's prediction of 1.0 -.03 .39.' .02 .13 .11 -.04
function(HP1 )

Patient's distress I.0 -.03 -.07 -.17 -. 14 .07
(DIS)

Patient's predict jon of 1.0 -.17 .07 -.17 .02
function (PPl )

Peel index 1.0 -.01 .07 -.04
( PEEL )

Patient'sAPGAR 1.0 .21 -.10
(APPI )

l,lif e'S APGAR 1 .0 - . 18
(APl'l1)

I'Jife's anx'iety 1.0
(ANllJl )

'Signìfìcant at p<.05" significant at p<.01-' S'ignificant at p<.001

Note: Nonparametric correlations (Kendall's r) were used with APPI and APIJI
due to thejr skewed distribut'ions. All others are Pearson product-moment
corue I at i ons .
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Table 12

Correlation matrix of qualjty-of-ljfe with T2 variables

QoL ANl,lz APP? ANPz SEz VlEz DtPz 0P

Quality of Ljfe 1.0 -.39" .39' .79* -.61-" -.46" .74'* .60"'
(QOL )

Wife'sanxiety 1.0 -.08 .40- -.25 -.43- -.36. .12
(ANt.lz )

Patient's APGAR 1.0 -.18 .23' .04 -.26' -.33"
(APP2)

Patient's anx'iety 1.0 -.54*' -.35' .78*' .56*
(ANP2 )

Patjent's self-efficacy 1.0 .40- -.47" -.25
(srz)

Hife's estimate of 1.0 -.36-'-.14
funct'ion (l,lE2 )

Patient's depression 1.0 .51"*
(DrPz )

Oveprotectjveness 1.0
(0P)

'S'ignificant at p<.05- Siqnjficant at p<.01
.t ^., --- Signifìcant at p<.001

Note: Nonparametric correlation (Kendall's r) was used with APP2 due to its
' skewed distributions. All others are Pearson product-moment correlations.
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Table 13

Means of T1 and T2 variables categorized by PAIS scores (0ualjt.v-of-Ljfe)

Psychologica'l Adaptation to I I lness

PAIS score <50" PAIS score >50 Overall
},IEASURT n=34 ñ=8 n=42

Tl Patient variables:

D i stress

Age

Pred'ict i on
of function

Peel index

l,life variables:

Anx i ety

Depress i on

Prediction
of function

Patient variables:

Anxìety

Depress i on

Seìf-efficacy

0verprotect i veness

3.7
(1.7)o

54.8
(e.0)

62.t
( ls.6)

5.6
(3.5)

5.5
(2.e)

54.0
(11.e)

57.3
( 13.4)

6.2
(1.2)

3.9
( 2.0)

54.5
(e.l)

61.8
( 15.0)

5.6
( 3.3)

TI

T2

.41
(.10)

.46
(.10)

59.6
( 15.7)

.36
(.06)

.40
(.0e)

70.7
(il.e)

5.5
(4.6)

.42
(.0e)

.42
(.12)

51.0
(r4.5)

.54
(.02)

.60
( .08)

52.5
(21 .7 )

t4.2
(s.e)

.42
(.11)

.46
(.11)

57.9
( 1s. s)

.39
( .0e)

.43
(.11)

68.0
( 14.7 )

7.2
(5.e)

( Cont i nued)
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Table l3 (Continued)

Measure

Psychological Adaptatìon to Illness

PAIS score <50'
n=34

PAIS score >50 0verall
fì=8 n=42

T2 tlife variables:

Anx'iety

Depress i on

Est imates
of function

.41
( .08)

.44
(.05)

65.6
( 13.0)

.46
(.10)

.49
(.13)

49.7
(18.0)

.42
(.08)

.46
(.10)

62.8
( 14.6 )

e

b

Note: Hìgher PAIS scores

Note: Standard deviations
indicate more

are listed in
adaptational problems.

parentheses.
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One of these, a man who was being assessed as a possible candidate for CABG,

had two additional angioplasties each 6 weeks apart. He stated that he would

begin to feel confident of recovery when he could go more than 6 weeks without

a major card'iac event.

Due to the categorjcal nature of the Specific Activity Scale scores and

the uneven distribution ìn the groups, subjects were divided into two

categories -- those hav'ing no or mjnimal impairment (i.e., those in Functional

Classification groups I and 2) and those havìng moderate to severe 'impairment

(i.e., those'in groups 3 and 4). Mean scores of variables of interest divided

on that basis can be found in Table 14.

It was hypothesjzed that poorer cardjac functional capacìty would be

predicted by lower prediction of function by both the patient and by the wife

at T1. Th'is hypothesis was not supported by the data. Correlations between

cardiac functjonal capacity and prediction of function at Tl by the patjents

and predìctjon of function at Tl by the wives u,ere not significant (Table 14).

Indeed, none of the Tl varjables was correlated wjth cardiac functional

capac'ity at T2. However, at T2 cardiac functjon was found to be significantly

inverseìy correlated with patients' self-efficacy as well as with wives'

estimation of function.
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Table 14

Means of Tl and T2 variables based on Cardjac Functjon (CF) Scores

Category of cardiac functioning

no or moderate to Comelation
minimal severe with
impaìrment impairment cardiac

MEASURE n=38 n=11 functioning (r)

Tl Pat'ient var i ab I es :

Distress 3.8 4.5 .06(l.e) (2.5)

Age 54.3 55.0 .09
(8.s) (11.4)

Pred i ct i on 6l .2 62 .6 .02
of function (15.5) (13.9)

Peel index 4.6 5.8 . 14
(1.7) (3.5)

Tl l,life variabìes:

Anxiety .41 .46 .10
(.ll) (.12)

Depression .46 .49 .11
( .11 ) (.10)

Prediction 58.3 56.6 -.03
of function (15.8) (15.3)

( Cont 'i nued )
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Table 14 (Continued)

Category of cardiac functioning

no or moderate to Correlation
minimal severe with

impaìrment impairment cardjac
MEASURE n=38 n=11 funct'ionìng (r)

T2 Patient variables:

Anxiety .38 .43 .24
(.08) (.08)

Depress'ion .42 .48 .19
(.ll) (.12)

Self-efficacy 70.3 58.3 -.25'(12.e) (re.O)

Overprotectiveness 5.8 9.3 . 15
(6.8) (6.3)

Quaiity of Ljfe 44.1 46.9 .10
(5.8) (10.1)

T2 lJife variables:

Anx i ety .41 .44 .20
(.08) (.05)

Depression .45 .50 .08
(.10) (.12)

Estimates 67 .7 51 .0 - .32"
of functjon (13.4) (13.2)

' S'ign ì f icant at p< . 05* Signifjcant at p<.01

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Qual jtative Data

Interviews with patients in hospital

A'11 subjects were interviewed whjle jn hospjtal or very shortìy after

dìscharge. Although it was preferred that the patjent be alone during the

interview, on a few occasions the pat'ient's wife was present. In these

sjtuations, an attempt was made to see the patjent alone at another tjme as

well. Ten potential subjects consented to study participat'ion and were

interviewed but failed to return the questionnaires. Although there were no

quantitatjve data for these men, their interview data will be included here.

Intervjew data was transcribed, coded, and analyzed for common themes.

A'lthough intervjew data was eljcjted by a number of semi-structured questions,

there was sufficjent freedom for the subiect to talk about what was important

to them at the tjme. Some subjects wanted very much to talk and answered all
of the questìons before they had even been asked! The first questjon asked

patients to describe their emotjons since the heart attack. Some patients

described the actual event of the MI in great detail, includ'ing thoughts and

emotions. A number of subjects admitted to marked relief when they arrived at

the hospjtal stating "...I felt I was ìn good hands", "...I knew I was going

to be all right." After the injtial diagnosjs though, many subjects

described what some termed "an emotional roller coaster." Subjective anxiety

seemed to increase wjth anticipation of tests (e.g., angiograms, exercise

tests) and agajn with antìcipation of the results. This anxiety was noted by

the interviewer as well as being reported verbally by the patient. For

example, if the patient was initially'interviewed while waiting for a test or

result, his affect was often noticeably changed when the interviewer would

return to collect the questionnaires 24 to 48 hours later. Statements about
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the loss of control over events in the hospital were not uncommon.

Ambivalent statements were cornmon in almost all interviews. For

example, one subject stated that he thought the doctors "made a m'istake ('in

diagnos'is)" but shortly thereafter v',as fight'ing tears while he taìked about

hìs pa'in and fear during the infarction. Yet another stated he was opt'imistic

about a full recovery but that he was g'lad that he had suffjcient insurance to

care for hjs fami'ly should "anyth'ing happen." Although a majority of subjects

denjed thjnk'ing about death, a common response to bejng toìd that this study

would follow them up in three months was "..if I'm still here in three

months." For some subjects, there was incongruence between their statements

and thejr behaviour. For example, some subiects who said they were feeling

"fjne" were visibly distressed and easily jrritated whjle one who stated he

r'ras "...more depressed than (he's) ever been" was busy making pìans for

d'ischarge and hjs vacatjon. A number of subjects also attempted to minimjze

the event stating "...(a heart attack) is not the end of the world these

days. "

The most daunt'ing anticipated l'ifestyle changes were smoking cessat'ion

for the smokers and dietary changes for smokers and non-smokers alike.

Quitting smoking was particuìarìy troublesome for those who smoked in response

to stress. One subject, a week after discharge, was caught in a vjcjous

circle. He related to the investigator that he smoked to relieve the stress

he felt from not smok'ing but would feel guiìty and selfish and experience

conflict situations with famìly members. This would leave him needjng to

smoke all the more.

A number of patients stated that they were concerned about how their

famiìy v',as going to cope with the heart attack. Financial concerns, conflict
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wjth teen-age children, and other illnesses in the fam'ily (whether the spouse,

a chiìd, or a parent) were added burdens that the patients freeìy djscussed.

Refusals and non-responders

Eleven patients who were approached regardìng participation in the study

refused to complete the questionnaires but djd consent to be intervjewed. The

maiorjty of thìs group made attributional statements about their MI. Three of

these men brere unemployed at the t'ime of the MI and felt that thejr djstress

over this may have caused the MI. 0thers talked about stresses at work or in
the fam'iìy as a causative factor. "l'lhy me?" statements seemed more promjnent

in this group than jn the subject group.

Three month follow-up

Telephone contact was made with all subjects 3 months after the MI. The

majority of patients reported feeling well wjth few, if any, cardjac symptoms.

Indeed, some patients admjtted to feeling better than before the MI. They had

started exercising, quit smoking, and were trying to reduce the stressors in

their lives. For many, the 3 month post-Ml exercise/stress test had been a

kind of symbolic mile-stone. Once they "passed" it and had been g'iven a "go

ahead" from their physician to, for examp'le, return to work or join the Reh-

Fit programme, they reported "...the worst (being) over".

In patients who were report'ing significant limitation of function due to

angina, there was a mjxture of emotions from anger to sadness to frustration

to fear of the future. Some patients who were unable to return to work seemed

content with the decision and were able to make pìans while others were quite

distressed. Financjal concerns seemed paramount in the latter subjects.
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DISCUSSIOI{

Recovery from myocardial jnfarction may be related to many factors, on'ly

one of which is the severity of the myocardiaì damage. For example, two

peop'le of the same age and wjth the same prognostjc ind'ices may, 3 months

'later, demonstrate very djfferent outcomes jn terms of functional abjlities,
reports of chest pain, and general adjustment. The bench-marks of recovery

from MI are how much can the patient do physicaì'ly without cardiac symptoms

(cardiac functjonal capac'ity) and how well he has adapted to the changes in

his life as a result of the MI (quaìity-of-life). This study has examined

these bench-marks in an attempt to understand the differences in recovery so

that clinicians can learn how to assist patients to achieve the best outcome

possible.

Emotional Impact of the MI

A maior purpose of this study was to examine the emotional impact of the

MI on both patjents and thejr wives at the time of the MI and 3 months later.

The distress score assigned to patients in the hospital was not found to be

correlated with any Tl variables such as age, severity of the MI, confidence

regard'ing recovery, or wives'emotional reactjon to the MI. It did, however,

correlate with pat'ients' anxiety and depressjon scores 3 months later,

suggesting that it may be possible to identify patients who may have

difficulties with adjustment based on jn-hospital assessment aìone. It also

suggests that, in light of the findings that distress was not related to the

situational variables assessed in this study, the patients'reactions to the

MI at the time of the I'lI and their ìonger term adaptation may be more related

to patients' longer term copìng styles. Addjtional study would be needed in
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order to address this conjecture.

l{ives' emotional variables (both anxiety and depression scores) measured

wh'ile the patient was in hospital were aìso predjctive of emotional variables

3 months later. This supports the fìndings of other studies (e.9.,

Langeìuddecke et aì., 1989; Michela, 1987) which found that wives' anxiety was

persistent. þlhether the wives' emotjonal states are related to coping styies

rather than sjtuational variables, however, again needs to be examined in more

depth.

l{jves'depression and anx'iety scores were related to patients'

depression and anxiety scores suggesting that both the husband and the wife

may have been experiencing similar emotions. Thjs is compatible wjth the

notion of the couple as a family system, responding to events in sjmiìar ways.

If the co-existence of problems with anxiety and depression in both husband

and wife can be repficated clinically, this finding wilì have implications for

assessing and intervening wìth the couple and not just with the indentified

pat i ent .

For patients at T2 and wjves at both Tl and T2, the correlations between

Zung anx'iety and depression scores þlere found to be high. It may be argued

that a seìf-report paper and penci'l questionnaire may not be distinguishing

between c'ljnical anxiety and depressjon per se but may instead be measurìng a

more gìobal state of distress. A cljnjcal evaluation would be helpful in,

either making a djstinction between the two states or confirming the presence

of both. The salient point, for this study, js that it can be concluded that

distress levels are higher than the populatjon means as determined by Zung

(1965, 1975). A further area for future invest'igation would be the notjon of

mixed anxiety-depression, a syndrome in which the patient does not meet full
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criteria for ejther anxiety or depressjon but has enough symptoms of each to

be signif icantly d jstressed.

0verprotect i veness

Another purpose of th'is study was to examine more closely the phenomenon

of overprotectjveness. This study provided some empirica'l support for the

speculation the overprotectjveness 'is a negative experjence for the patient.

It was found that patients who perceived themselves to be overprotected by

their wives had h'igher scores on measures of anxiety and depression and a

poorer qua'l'ity-of-ljfe at 3 months post-MI. Furthermore, the pat'ients who

perceived more overprotectjveness also perceived more crjticism and less of a

sense of caring from their wives.

Anecdotal reports of wjves feel'ing the need to protect their husbands'

from further cardiac damage highìjght the wife's attempt to rega'in some

control jn a climate of anxiety and of helplessness (e.9., Levine, 1987). It
was therefore hypothesized that the patients' sense of being overprotected

would be correlated with the wives'anxiety scores. This hypothesis was not

supported by the data from this study. Although the patients' anxiety scores

correlated with a perceptjon of being overprotected, neither wives' anxiety at

the time of the MI nor at 3 months post-Ml was found to correlate with the

patients' perceptions of being overprotected.

However, wives' predÍctions of function at the time of the MI was

correlated with the percept'ion of being overprotected 3 months later. A

possible explanatÍon for this is that the wives who engaged in overprotectjve

behavjour had less confidence in their husband's recovery or were less

opt'imistic about their husband's recovery but did not necessari]y act out of a
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sense of their own anxiety. This was reinforced by the finding that, in
examining partjal correlations, wives' anx'iety was not operative in the

correlation between wives'estimates of function at the time of the l'll and

overprotect j veness.

Another explanation may be related to the correlations between a

perception of overprotectiveness and high patjent scores on measures of

anxiety and depress'ion. Clinically, jt js known that patients who are

emotjonally distressed may be more sensitive to and more easiìy ìrritated by

stimulj in the environment. The instrument used in this study t.ras measuring,

not the wjfe's overprotective behaviour, but the patient's perception (or

possibìy misperception) of the wife's behavjour. Therefore, it may not be the

wjfe's behaviouy per se but rather the patient's interpretation of it that js

operatjve here. Furthermore, overprotectiveness was found to be related to

the patient's perception of criticism from the wife and inverseìy related to

satisfaction with family relatjonships, further strengthening the notion that

the patjent is unhappy about aspects of the relationship wh'ich may also colour

his percept'ions. In support of thìs, Baker, Kazarìan, and lvlarquez-Juìio (in

press) found that hypertens'ive subjects with psychiatric compìaints perceived

their socjal environment djfferently and perceived more overprotectiveness

than djd hypertensive subjects wjthout psychiatric complaìnts.

Finally, the wjfe may be responding in some way to the patient's

distress. In order to p'lan interventions in th'is area, it wouìd be heìpfu'l to

clarify whether the operative factor is the wife's behaviour or the patient's

perception of the wife's behaviour or a combination of both. For exampìe,

shou'ld treatment be ajmed at modifying the wife's behaviour or the patient's

perception of his environment? Future research on overprotect'iveness should
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focus on an actual measurement or description of the wives, behavjours, an

expìanation of why the wives are engagìng jn them, and how the husbands are

perceÌving those behavjours.

Cardiac functionaì capacity

The distrìbution of this variable was skewed due to the fact that most

of the subjects in thjs study were experiencing ìittle or no functional

limitatjon as a result of the MI. Therefore, results should be interpreted

cautiousìy. Further research wjth a larger pooì of subjects with more severe

functional limjtatjon js necessary.

The hypothesis that patients'and wjves'predictions of functjon made at
the tjme of the MI would predict cardiac functional abilitjes 3 months later
was not supported. At the tjme of the MI, patients and wives do not have any

realistic information on which to base thejr estimations other than optim.ism

and hope. However, coryelations between patients' predictions at Tl and

estimations at T2 and wives'predictions at Tl and estimations at T2 were

significant suggesting that predictjons at Tl do have some basis. In support

of this, in a study of patients who had undergone cardiac surgery, Ruì2,

Dibble' Gilliss and Gortner (1992) found that self-efficacy beìiefs at the

time of hospita'lization predicted recovery 8 weeks later. whether this
relationship takes the form of a self-fulfjlling prophecy related to optimism

and confidence or a rea'listic assessment of capacity for recovery requires

futher research.

Patients' self-efficacy and wives' estjmation of thejr husbands,

functioning at 12 were found to be related to cardiac functional capacity

suggesting that the patients and wives had a realistic sense of the patients,
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abilities. A study by Cìarke (1989) found that self-efficacy estimates made

by patients correlated significantìy with actual exercise tolerance on a

treadmil'l test further suggesting that self-effjcacy is a valid estimation of

a patient's abjljtjes.

Quality-of-Life

Predictjons of 3 month post-Ml functÌoning made by both the pat'ients and

the wives at the time of the MI were found to predict qua'lity of life 3 months

after the MI. The relationsh'ips continued and strengthened by 3 months. One

of the reasons for this may be that there are a number of simjlarities in item

categories between the PAIS and the self-efficacy questionnaire. For example,

both scales measure performance in social situations and sexual funct'ioning.

Indeed, the self-efficacy scale measures confidence in all the areas that

Spitzer (1986) states should be assessed jn a good quaìity of tife measure --

physical functioning, mental status or emotional state, and the ability to
engage jn normative social interactions.

Patients'quaìity of life was also found to be related to the wives'

anxìety scores at T2. Thìs provides further support for the notjon that

patients' and wives' emotional states co-exist. There was also a s'ignificant

correlation between overprotectiveness and quaìity of life suggesting that

wjves' cop'ing may be related to the patients' overall adjustment.

Quality of life was also found to be related to the emotional variables

of patients' distress at T1 and the patients' anxiety and depression scores at

T2. It has been argued that a quality-of-life measure should include a

measure of psycho'logical adaptatÍon. However, although the Psychological

Adaptation to Illness Scale does include items related to psychologicaì

distress, these comprise on'ìy one of the 6 sub-scales considered in this
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study. Because the PAIS is a relative frequency measure of quality of life,
total scores on the scaìe give an indication of how the illness interferes

with activities of daily living and usual functioning but does not give an

indication of whether or not that is satisfactory for the patient.

Identjficatjon of patients and spouses at risk

The pure science of Behavioural Medicine examines how emotional and

psychosocial adaptation to an illness can influence the course of that

illness. The applied science of Behavioural Medicine operationalizes that

information and determines if and how health care providers can assist

patìents and the'ir fami I ies in this adaptation.

The maiority of patients and their families seem to recover emotiona'lìy

from an l'll without the need for psychosocial intervention, However, it is the

patìents and thejr families who are in severe distress that remain most

salient in clinicians' memories.

One subiect from thjs study has been chosen for a brief case examp'le.

Mr. P. was a 44 year old auto mechanic who became disabled as a result of

intractab'le angina. Although he had a 2 year history of recurrent angina and

numerous visits to hospìta'1, myocardial infarction had never been diagnosed.

At the time of the MI, he had been in the process of starting his own business

and had been under a sjgn'ifjcant amount of stress. Upon interview in the

hospital, Mr. P. appeared very angry. He admitted to this anger and stated

that he felt l'ike a "prisoner". Helplessness and hopelessness were recument

themes of the conversation as he stated "My future doesn't depend on me...I

have no opt'ions...I'm not sure there is a future." He was resjstant to

instructions regarding 'lifestyle changes stating "..I don't Iike the
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restrictions...l don't intend to follow them." "They say I shou'ld quit

smoking but I probab'ly won't even cut back. I may even smoke more." The

djstress rating assigned to th'is patient was 9 out of 10. The nurse who

jnterviewed th'is patient reported feeling very uncomfortable wjth the anger

being expressed.

The MI was uncomp'l'icated w jth no signs of shock, heart fai ìure, or

rhythm djsturbances and the patient was ass'igned a relative'ly low Peel index

of 5 mostìy based on his previous history of ang'ina. His family history of

heart disease þras positive on both maternal and paternal sides. The patient

smoked approximately one package of cigarettes every 2 weeks.

The patient's wife was present during the interview. She appeared

supportive of her husband and agreed that he was experiencing a lot of

hopeìessness and anger. Questjonnaire scores for this couple can be found in

Table 13. Aìthough Mrs. P.'s depression score was high, the other scores l,Jere

all within one standard deviation of the mean for this study.

At the 3 month follow-up, it was found that Mr. P. had recently

undergone an ang'ioplasty for recument angina. H'is activity was limjted due

to the pain which classified hjm at Spec'ific Activity Scale level 3. Aìthough

he admitted to feeling somewhat better after the angioplasty, both he and his

w'ife expressed hopelessness regarding any return to premorbid functionìng.

Mrs. P. stated that Mr. P. reaì'ly didn't remember much of what happened in the

hospital at the time of the MI and didn't remember the study at all.
Most interesting at T2, however, was the deterioration in scores on the

seìf-report questionnaires (Table l3). Mr. P.'s self-efficacy and Mrs. P.'s

estimation of her husband's function had dropped dramatically. The wife's

APGAR score felì from l0 to 0, while her scores on the Zung anxiety and
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depression scales remained high but stable. The patient's PAIS score was 67,

indicating severe prob'lems with adaptation to the jllness.

The diagnostic psychiatrjc interv'iew with th'is patient showed

s'ignificant symptoms in the areas of current PTSD, generalized anxiety

djsorder, and major depressive order. Mr. P. denied suicidal ideatjon but

admjtted to being depressed all the time. The patient attributed much of hìs

symptomatology to the MI. Premorbid h'istory of any psychiatric illness was

unclear although he stated he had been depressed since the angina began two

years previously.

Mrs. P. had some symptoms of PTSD and generalized anxiety disorder

aìthough she djd not meet the full criteria for a either disorder. She

admjtted to fleeting thoughts of suicide. Mr. and Mrs.P. den'ied experiencing

any other concommitant stressors. Finances were a concern for both. Nejther

Mr. nor Mrs. P. were receiving any mental health treatment nor had they

djscussed any of the PTSD symptoms w'ith their health care providers.

This couple was the most severely distressed of those contacted in the

study and the patient was experiencing significant incapacitation for both

psychological and physical reasons. Indeed, it is difficult to determjne

whether the ang'ina or the depress jon was the most d jsabl'ing. Furthermore,

there were a number of indjcators whjle the patient was still in hospìtal at

the t'ime of the MI that there m'ight be probìems with adaptatjon to the

illness.

A'lthough Blumenthal ( 1985) recommended that al I MI pat'ients be

psychologicalìy screened while 'in hosp jtal, th'is is neither practical nor

necessary as a majority of patients wilì adapt to the l4I w'ithout need for

psycho'logica'l intervention. However, as demonstrated here, an initia'l nurs'ing
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Table 15

0uestionnaire scores at Tl and T2 for the Case studv subiects

MEASURE

Pat i ent :

0verprotect i veness

Family functjon (APGAR)

Predict'ion of function

Anxiety (Zung scale)

Depression (Zung scale)

Quality of Life

}l'ife:

Famiìy functjon (APGAR)

Anxiety (Zung scale)

Depress'ion (Zung sca'le)

Prediction of husband's

functjonal capacìty

TIME

In hospitaì

X

6

42

X

X

X

l0

.54

.63

50

At 3 months

16

5

19

.55

.69

67

0

.50

.68

35
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assessment couìd provide a indicatjon of which patients may require further

psychological assessment.

Although treatment must always be based on an individua'l patjent's

needs, this study suggests that there are a number of areas where targeted MI

patìents may benefit from some intervention. Furthermore, it is necessary to

determine on what bases pat'ients will be targeted. Quality-of-life at three

months was predìcted by patients'distress scores in hospitaì. It is poss'ible

that screening for anxiety and depression wh'ile the patient ìs ìn hosp'ita'l

could identify those pat'ients who should be further assessed.

Based on this study and on Clarke (1989), another indjcators of possible

problems w'ith physical and psycho'logical adaptation could be patjents'and

wives' prediction of function. lJhether low pred'ictions are a self-fulf ilìing
prophecy or an accurate assessment of the patient's abilities, they are none-

the-less related to anxiety, depression, and the perception of being

overprotected jn the patient and can be used as a "red flag" for further

assessment and possib'le treatment.

L imi tat ions

A ljmjtatjon of this study t,as the relatively small sample size and,

consequently, the small number of patients and wives who were having

adiustment and/or cardiac djfficulties. Statistical analyses concerning the

cardiac functional classifications lacked power because of the ljmited range

of scores

Although subiects were recruited from four different cìty hospitals

(both teaching and community hospita'ls), a'll subjects were wh'ite and a

majority of subiects were middle-class or working-class. 0nly three subjects
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were from ruraì areas. Thus, genera'l'izability of results must be ljmited to

simi lar popuìations.

Sone subjects and their wives voluntarily undertook various sorts of

rehabilitation and seìf-help interventions that could not ethical'ly be

controlled. There were a variety of interventions that included such

activitjes as self-help reading, attendance at a locaì cardiac rehabilitatjon

program, attendance at couple-focussed (Heartmates* ) psychoeducational

sessions at the Grace Hospitaì, and private counselling that may or may not

have been related to the cardiac event. Although aìl of these actìvitjes were

documented by the investigator, it was difficult to control for these

activitjes statistically because of the divers'ity and the differential

benef i ts .

Finally, some subjects and their wjves had multiple psychosocial traumas

around the time of the l'1I which may have contributed to their feelings of

depressjon and anxiety. For example, one wife lost both her parents wjthin

months after her husband's MI. Another wife suffered an l4I herself w'ithin six

weeks of her husband. Loss of empìoyment for a number of subjects, whether

related to the MI or not, was another significant stressor that contributed to

feelings of worthlessness and depression. 0ther subjects and their wives

stated that the MI reawakened dormant post-traumatic stress from previous life
events. These factors, a normal part of peopìe's lives, make control of

emotional variables I ike anx'iety, depression, and quaf ity-of -f ife diff icult

and reinforce the need for individualized assessment and treatment plann'ing.

Future research could include a comparison group of matched age couples to

control for typicaì psychosocial stressors and developmental tasks.

As a foìlow-up to this study, structured psychiatric interviews at 3 and
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12 months post-Ml are being conducted. The data from these interviews wjll
prov'ide more detajled jnformation about the problems experienced by the

coupìes. Additionalìy, questions about the availability and he'lpfulness of

resources wjll assjst in planning appropriate interventjons.
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APPENDTX Â,

CONSENT FORM - PÀTIENT

I have read and understand the above information about the
study of post-Ml recovery. I understand the study
procedure, including ínterview and questionnaires while in
the hospital and questionnaires at three and twelve months
post-MI. I also understand the home interview procedure
at three and twelve months post-Mf.

I understand and agree that my spouse will be approached
for her consent to participate in the study.

I agree that the prirnary researcher, Ms Diana Clarke, wíII
inform my attending physician of my partícipation in the
study. I also agiree that Ms Clarke may have access to ny
medical records while in the hospital and that she may
contact rny physician for ínformation concerning my
recovery.

I understand that rny participation is voluntary and that I
rnay withdraw f rom the study at any tirne , f or any reason,
with no penalty. Withdrawal from the study will not in
any affect ny usual treatment. I also understand that I
may refuse to ansvirer any questions if I so wish.

I understand that all information collected in the course
of the study is confidential and rnay only be shared with
the staff involved directly with the study. The
information gathered during the study will be used for
research purposes; however, any details that my reveal rny
identity will be excluded from research reports.

, have read the above

inforrnation sheet and have been informed about the nature

of the study by and consent to

participate in it. À copy of this agreement has been

provided to me.

SIGNATTIRE

T,

!{TTNESS

DÀTE
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ÀPPENDTX B

CONSENT FORM - SPOUSE

I have read and understand the above information about the
study of post-MÏ recovery. I understand the study
procedure, including questionnaires whíte my spouse is
still in the hosptial and questionnaires at three and
twelve months post-Ml. I also understand the home
interview procedure at three and twelve months post-MI.

I understand that rny participation is voluntary and that I
may withdraw from the study at any tirne, for any reason,
with no penalty. I rnay also refuse to answer any
questions should I wish to do so. Withdrawal from the
study wilt not in any way affect my spouse's usual
treatment.

I understand that atI information collected ín the course
of the study is confidential and amy only be shared with
the staff involved directly with the study. The
informatÍon gathered duríng the study wiII be used for
research purposes; however, any details that may reveal my
identity will be excluded from research reports.

, have read the above

infornation sheet and have been infor¡ned about the nature

of the study by and consent to
participate in it. À copy of this agreement has been

provided to me.

SIGNATTTRE DATE

WITNESS

r,
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APPEI{DIX C

SEI.II -STRUCTURED III-HOSPITAL II{TERVIEI{

(Approached and phrased individualìy for each patient)

1. How are you feeling today?

2. How have your fee'lings changed s'ince the heart attack?

3. þJhat are your thoughts about the future?

4. Have you been worried about your hea'lth in the past?

5. Are you worried about how your fam'i1y is going to manage? handle t,his crisis?

6. Hill you be worried about your health in the future? worried about another
heart attack?

7. Have you thought about/are you wornied about death?

8. Have you had feelings of hope'lessness/depress'ion/sadness at any time s jnce
the heart attack?

9. How do you think you wil'l approach the'life-style changes necessary in the
future?

Based on these questions, the patient's affect and attitude during the interview,
and collateral information from nursing staff, the interviewer rates, on a scale
from 1 to 10, how djstressed the subiect is.
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ÀPPENDIX D

Influential- Relationships ouestionnaire

With reference to your wife, please anssrer the following
questions by checking the appropriate brackets, indicating
whether the statement is very like her actions and attitudes
towards your moderately like her, moderately unlíke her, or
very unlike her.

l-. Speaks to me with a
rdarm and friendly
voice.

2. Does not help me as
much as I need.

3. Often criticizes me.

4. Lets me do those
things I like doing.

5. Seems emotionally
cold to me.

very moderately moderately very
like like unlike unlíke

() () () ()

()

6. Àppears to understand ( ) (

my problems and worríes.

7. Does not want me to ( ) (
rrgrovl lfp".

8. Likes me to make my ( ) (

own decisions.

9. Is affectionate to ne. ( ) (

1-0. Seldom disapproves of ( ) (

my behaviour.

l-1-. Gets angry at me for ( ) (
no reason.

()

L2. Does not resent me. ( )

l-3. Tries to control ( )
everything I do.

L4. Invades rny privacy. ( )

L5. Enjoys talking things ( )
over with me.

()

()

()

()

() () (

() () (

()()()

()()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()
)

)

()

()

(

(

()

()

()()

()()

()()

()

()
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16. Makesmefeelrejected. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

L7. Frequently sniles at me.( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

l-8. Points out my weakness ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
rather than praising
me.

l-9. Does not seem to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
understand what I
want or need.

20. I seldom feel- s/he ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
dislikes me.

2I. Letsmedecidethings ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
for myself.

22. Makesmefeellam () () () ()
not wanted.

23. Talksaboutmyillness ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
in a way that upsets me.

24. Can make me feel bett,er ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
u¡hen I am upset.

25. Doesnottalkwithme ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
very much.

26. Putsmedown. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

27. Triestomakeme ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
dependent on him/her.

28. Feelslcannotlook () () () ()
after myself unless
s/he is around.

29. Doesnotmakeme ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
nervous.

30. Givesmeasmuch ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
freedom as I want.
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3l-. Doesnotpickonme () () () ()
when I am i11.

32. Letsmegooutas ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
often as I want.

33. Isoverprotectiveof ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
me.

34. Tends to rrbabyrrme. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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ÀPPENDIX E

SELF-EFFTCACY SCALE

The attached form describes various activities and tasks.
Under the column marked rrcan dott, check the tasks or
activities you expect you can do NOlil.

For the tasks you check under rrcan dot', indicate in the
col-umn marked ttconfidencerr how confident you are that you
can do the task NOW. Rate your degree of confidence using a number
from l-0 to 1-00 on the scale below:

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 l_00
quite moderately certain

uncertain certain
Remember, rate what you expect you could do and your
confidence you can do ít Now. Even if some of the
activities or situations do not seem to apply to you, try
to ímagine them and answer as if they were applicable.
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LIFTING OBJECTS

Lift a 3-0 pound object
Lift a 20 pound object
Lift a 30 pound object
Lift a 40 pound object
Lift a 50 pound object
Lift a 60 pound object
Lift a 70 pound object
Lift a 80 pound object
Lift a 1-00 pound object
Lift a l-50 pound object
Lift a 1-75 pound object

GENERÀL EXERTION

Capable of very light. exertion
Capable of tiqht exertion
CapabJ-e of moderate exertion
Capable of hard exertion
Capable of very hard exertion
Capable of extreme exertion

Can do Confidence

HEART RÀTE: The following.are the usual beats per minute (BPM) for d
Ievels of actívity.
Resting: 70 BPI'Í
Moderate activity: 1-L5 BPM
Strenuous act.ivity: 160 BPM

Can do Confidence
Tolerate a HR of 90-l-l-0 BPM for:

5 minutes
L0 mÍnutes
l-5 minutes
20 minutes

Tolerate a HR of LL0-L20 BPM for:
5 minutes

10 mínutes
l-5 minutes
20 minutes



Tolerate a HR of
5 minutes

10 minutes
1-5 minutes
20 minutes

Tolerate a HR of
5 minutes

l-0 minutes
l-5 minutes
20 minutes

1-21--1-30 BPM for:

l-31- + BPM for:

!{ALKING

Walk 1- block (approx. 5 minutes)
WaIk 2 blocks ( J,O minutes )
Walk 3 blocks (l-5 minutes)
Walk 4 blocks (20 minutes)
lrla1k 5 blocks (25 rninutes)
Walk 1- mile (30 minutes)
Walk 2 miles (60 ninutes)
Walk 3 miles (90 mínutes)

JOGGING

106

Can do Confídence

Can do Confidence

Jog
Jog
Jog
Jog
Jog
Jog
Jog
Jog
Jog

CLIMBING

$laIk
Walk
lilalk
Walk
!{alk

l- block (approx. 2 minutes)
2 blocks (4 minutes)
3 blocks (6 ninutes)
4 blocks (8 minutes)
5 blocks (1-0 minutes)
l- nile (L2 minutes)
l- . 5 miles ( 1-8 ninutes )
2 nÍles (24 minutes)
3 miles (36 minutes)

up several steps
up 1 flight of steps
up 2 flights of steps
up 3 flights of steps
up 4 flights of steps

PUSHING/MOVTNG THINGS

Move
Move

Move

Move

SEX *

a light object (kitchen chair)
a medium weight object
(coffee table)

a faírly heavy object
( arrn chair )

a heavy object (sofa, bed)
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1-5 minutes
6-10 minutes
l-l--Ls minutes
t6-2O minutes
More than 20 minutes

:tThis iten does not mean that any given length of
intercourse is desirable from a psychological or physical
standpoint. The ti¡ne spans mentioned do not take account
of the quality of a sexual experience and are not rneant as
prescriptions.

DRMNG Can do Confidence

Drive a few blocks ín neighborhood
Drive around in residential areas
Drive on a downtown business street
Drive on a main arterial road
Drive on a freeway
Drive on narrow mountain roads

TOLER.A.NCE OF EMOTTONAL TENSION ÀND STRESS

Can tolerate nild tension
Can tolerate some tension
Can tolerate moderate tension
Can tolerate substantial tension
Can tolerate much tension

TOLERÄNCE OF ÀNG8R AROUSAI,

Can tolerate mitd anger
Can tolerate some anger
Can tolerate moderate anger
Can tolerate substantial anger
Can tolerate a great deal of anger
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EMOTTONAL STRÀIN

Listed below are situations that can arouse anxiety,
annoyance and anger. Inagine the feelings you rnight have
in each situation, such as your hearL beats faster and
your muscles tense. Indicate whether you could tolerate
now the emotional strain caused by each of the situations.

Can do Confidence
Attend a social gathering at which
there is no one you know

At a social gathering, approach a group
of strangers, introduce yourself, and
join in the conversation

Be served by a salesperson,
receptionist, waiter whose behavior
you find irritating

In a public place, ask a stranger to stop
doing something that annoys you, such as
cutting in line, smoking

In a meeting at work, respond to a
colleague who tries to make you look bad

When very angry let yourself [f1y off
the handlerl

FÀMILY DÏSAGREEMENTS

Dísagreement with one's spouse can produce emotional
strain. Indicate whether you can tolerate the stress
caused by a clash of views in each of the areas listed.

Can do Confidence
Friends

Work or outside activities

Family finances

child care and parenting

Sex relations
Diet
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Fanily APGÀR

Please check the appropriate space after each statement.

l_09

Some of Hardly
the tirne ever

Alrnost
always

I am satisfied with the help
I receive from ny family
when something is troubling rne

I am satisfied with the way my
family discusses iterns of
conmon interests and shares
problern-solvj,ng with me

I find that my farnily accepts
my wishes to take on nevJ
activities or make changes
in my life-style

I am satisfied with the way my
family expresses affection and
responds to my feelings such as
anger, sorrosr, and love

I am satisfied with the amount
of time my family and I spend
together
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ÀPPENDIX G
SPECTFIC ACTIVITY SCALE

Please circle the most appropriate response and then
follow the instructions after your chosen response.

l-. Can you walk down a ftight of steps without stopping?

a) Yes --> Go to #Z

b) No --> Go to #a

2. Can you carry anything up a flight of 8 steps without
stopping?

a) Yes --> Go to #z

b) No --> Can you:

i) Have sexual intercourse without stopping?

a) Yes --> Go to #l

b) No --> Can you:

ii) Garden, rake, ot weed?

a) Yes --> Go to #3

b) No

iii) Ro1ler skate, dance foxtrot?

a) Yes --> Go to #l
b) No

iv) 9üa1k at 4

a) Yes

b) No

3. Can you carry

--> Can you:

rniles per hour on level ground?

--> Go to #l

--> Go to #+

at

a) Yes

b) No

i) Carry objects

a) Yes

b) No

least 24 pounds up I steps?

Thank you. You've finished!

Can you:

that are at least 80 pounds?

Thank you. Youtve finished!
Can you:
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ii) Do outdoor work: Shovel snohr, spade soil?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No --> Can you:

iii) Do recreational activíties such as skiing, basket
ball, squash?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No --> Can you:

iv) Jog/wa1k 5 miles per hour?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No --> Go to #+

4. Can you shower without stopping?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No

i) strip and make a bed?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No --> Can you:

ii ) !{a}k 2.5 ¡riles per hour?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No

iii) Bowl?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No --> Can you:

iv) Play golf (walk and carry clubs)?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!

b) No --> Can you:

v) Push po$ler lawn mower?

a) Yes --> Thank you. You've finished!
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5. Can you dress ûithout stopping because of symptoms?

a) Yes

b) No

Thank you. You've finished! Thank you for your help!
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PSYCHOSOCIAL ADAPTÀTION TO ILLNESS SCÀLE

This scale is copyrighted by its author.
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ÀPPENDTX I
ZUNG ÀNXIETY SCÀLE

rnstructions: Put a check-mark in the space next to each
ítem to show how often you have had this feeling during thelast week.

Your feelincrs
None of some of good part AII of

the ti¡ne the time of the tine the timel-. I feel more nervous and
anxious than usual.

2. I feel afraid for no
reason at all.

3. I get upset easily or feel
panicky.

4. I feel like I'm falling
apart and going to pieces.

5. I feel that everything is
all right and noÈhing bad
will happen.

6. My arms and ì-egs shake
and trembl-e.

7. I am bothered by headaches,
neck and back pains.

8. I feel- weak and get tired
easily.

9. I feel calm and can sit
still easily.

l-0. I can feel my heart beating
fast.

l-l-. I am bothered by dízzy
spells

1,2. I have faintÍng speIIs or
feel like it.

l-3. I can breathe in and out
easily

L4. I get feelings of numbness and
tingling in rny f ingers, toes.

: L5. I am bothered by stomache
: aches or indígestion.
', i-6. I have to ernpty my bladder
: often.
' L7. My hands are usually dry

and warm.
1-8. My face geÈs hot and

I þlushes.
l-.9. I fall asÌeep easily and get

a good nightts s1eep,
20. I have nightnares.
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ÀPPENDIX J
ZUNG DEPRESSTON SCALE

None of Some of Good part À11 of
the time the tine of the time the tine

Your feelings

l-. I feel downhearted, bIue,
and sad.

2. Morning is when I feel the
best.

3. I have crying spelIs or
feel like it.

4. I have trouble sleeping
through the night.

5. I eat as much as I used to.
6. I enjoy looking at, talking

to, and beíng with attractive
men/wornen.

7. I notice that I am losing
weight.

8. I have trouble with
constipation.

9. My heart beaÈs faster than
usual.

10. I get tired for no reason.
l-L. My mind is as clear as it

used to be.
1-2. f f ind it easy to do the

things I used to.
L3. I am restless and can't

s1eep.
L4. I feel hopeful about the

future.
L5. I am more irritable than

usual.
L6. I find it easy to make

decisions.
L7. I feel that I am useful

and needed.
18. My life is pretty full.
L9. I feel that others would

be better off if I were
dead.

20. I still enjoy the things I
used to.
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APPENDIX K

À CORONARY PROGNOSTIC INDEX

Score Sc,ore

Sex and Àqe:
Men: 54 or under

55-59
60-64
65 or over

0
l-
2
3

Women: 2
3

64
65

or under
or over

Previous history:
Previous cardiac infarct
Other cardíovascular diseases

dyspnea
Angina only
No cardiovascular disease

or history of exertional
3
l_

0

Shock:
Absent
Mild - transient at onset
Moderate - prsent on admission but subsiding with rest

and sedation
Severe - persisting despite rest and sedation

0
l_

5
7

Failure:
Absent
Few basal rales only
Any one or more of the following:

pulmonary oedema, orthopnea
rhythm, liver enlargement,

::.:.::.:::::..:
breathlessness, acute
or dyspnea, gaÌIop

jugular vein dÍstention

o
l-

Electrocardiogram:
Norma1 QRS. Changes confined
QR complexes
QS conplexes of bundle-branch

to R-T segrment or T !üave

block

l_

3
4

Rhythn:
Sinus. .
Àny one or more or thå iåriåriigt' Å.r.,

persisting simple tachycardia,
rhythm, ot heart block

;å';;y:¿"åhy;å'åi"l
'::n::":.":l':."::"1

Total patient score = Prognostic index


